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Abstract 

 

Our modern society posts high demands for transparency, not least regarding           

organisational communication. The perception that the power of defining         

transparency lies with the audience aimed to perceive it has reached great academic             

anchoring, but research on the field is thin.  

 

The Swedish lifestyle company Oatly describes itself as transparent, but with a            

number of hypotheses the authors of this thesis essay examine whether their            

audience agrees. The study also investigates which key factors are contributing to            

the audience’s perception of the company’s communication. The study is both           

theoretically and empirically based on a model created by Rawlins (2009), in which             

four main categories determine an organisation’s transparency; Participation,        

Substantial Information, Accountability and Secretive.  

 

The empirical studies (an internet survey with 346 respondents and 4 conversational            

interviews) offered evidence which manifests trends among the audience. Oatly’s          

clear and accessible communication, trustworthiness and humor turned out to be           

key factors contributing to the audience perceiving Oatly as very transparent.  

 

The perception of Oatly’s transparency seemed to be created when the audience            

interacted with the company, their friends or product packagings, rather than when            

they were given information through a one-way channel. This thesis essay           

consequently concludes with an appeal for further research on the notion of            

transparency to - in order to achieve validity - be put in a modern context where                

mobility and social interaction are central concepts.  
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Sammanfattning 

 

Vårt moderna samhälle ställer höga krav på transparens, inte minst när det gäller             

organisationskommunikation. Uppfattningen om att makten att definiera       

transparens ligger hos den publik tänkt att åtnjuta den har nått stark akademisk             

förankring, men forskningsfältet är tunnt.  

 

Det svenska livsstilsföretaget Oatly beskriver sig själva som transparenta, men med           

en rad hypoteser undersöker författarna av denna uppsats istället huruvida          

företagets publik uppfattar det som sådant , samt vilka faktorer som påverkar deras             

uppfattning. Studien finner både sin teoretiska och empiriska utgångspunkt i en av            

Rawlins (2009) sammanställd modell där fyra huvudsakliga faktorer avgör         

organisationers transparens: Deltagande, konkret information, pålitlighet och       

hemligheter.  

 

Studiens empiri (en internetenkät med 346 respondenter samt 4 djupintervjuer)          

erbjöd bevis som manifesterar uppenbara trender bland publiken. Oatly’s tydliga          

och lätttillgängliga kommunikation, produktförpackningar och humor visade sig        

vara centrala faktorer, och författarna når i uppsatsen slutsatsen att Oatly definieras            

som mycket transparenta av sin publik.  

 

Uppfattningen av Oatly’s transparens tycktes uppstå vid de tillfällen då publiken           

interagerade med företaget, sina vänner eller produktförpackningar, snarare än när          

de enbart levererades information. Uppsatsen avslutas därför med en notering om           

att forskning på ämnet transparens måste - för att uppnå validitet - sättas in i ett                

samtida kontext där mobilitet och social interaktion är centrala koncept.  

 

Nyckelord  

 

Transparens Organisationskommunikation       Tillgänglighet 

Förtroende Publikens uppfattning          Social transparens 
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1. Introduction  

 

The globalised society continues to evolve and so does the communication practices            

in it. The way modern organisations communicate with their stakeholders and           

audiences naturally differs from that of the past. Various communication efforts           

make up the current practice, and one of the most influential is transparency.  
 

Much of the debate regarding transparency started in the area of financial reporting.             

Initiatives such as Transparency International (1993) marked that society would not           

stand for deceptive communication . Audiences worldwide have become        1

increasingly aware of corporate abuse of stakeholder trust, and the perhaps most            

vivid example of revealings of such is found in Enron, an American energy company              

which creative financial reportings resulted in a majority of management put behind            

bars in the early 2000’s. The scandal affected corporate practices worldwide,           2

including Sweden. Steve Ribbestam, CEO at Ernst & Young at the time, spoke for his               

industry when commenting on the scandal: ”Of course it’s all eyes on us now. The               

industry has to examine itself.”  3

 

As academia blooms with research on corporate practices “post-Enron”, the scandal           

back in 2002 has been described as pulling the trigger for what is now the ideal:                

transparent organisational communication. Today, transparency has moved beyond        

financial communication to become constituent in the teachings of all forms of            

organisational communication. Transparency is not only commonly sought by         

organisations themselves, but also assumed by modern audiences as they expect           

unrestricted access to information and increasingly demand accountable strategic         

choices (and descriptions of such) from organisations.  4

 

1 Transparency International (2016). http://www.transparency.org/ [2016-01-20] 
2 CNN (2015), Enron Fast Facts.  http://edition.cnn.com/2013/07/02/us/enron-fast-facts/ [2016-01-22]  
3 Affärsvärlden (2002), Enron-skandalen pressar svenska revisorer. 
://www.affarsvarlden.se/hem/nyheter/article2572391.ece [2016-01-21] 
4 Christenssen, LT and Langer, Roy (2009). Public Relations and Strategic Transparency - Consistency, 
Hypocrisy and Corporate Change. In Rhetorical and Critical Approaches to Public Relations. p. 131 
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1.1 Defining Transparency  

 

As transparency has become a requirement in order to earn organisational ‘license            

to practice’ in the modern market, researchers and scholars have sought various            

ways of defining the notion. A key voice on the field, Balkin (1999), identified three               

types of transparency . These three qualities of transparency are all needed when            5

building and maintaining trustful relationships with stakeholders, and Balkin (1999)          

defined them as i nformational, participatory and accountable. Transparency is         

then, with Balkin’s perspective, defined as: 

 

- Information that is truthful, substantial, and useful 

- Participation of stakeholders in identifying the information they need 

 Objective, balanced reporting of an organisation’s activities and policies that          

holds the organisation accountable.  6

 

Moreover, transparency was described already by Heise (1985) as ‘the deliberate           

attempt to make all legally releasable information available — whether it is positive             

or negative in its nature - in a manner that is accurate, timely, balanced and               

unequivocal’, all with the purpose of enhancing an audience’s ability to reason and             

to hold organisations accountable for their actions, policies, and practices. Further,           7

Florini (1998) put the notion of transparency in contrast to secrecy: “Secrecy means             

deliberately hiding your actions, transparency means deliberately revealing them”.         8

Organisational attempts for transparency, then, can be related to attempts to make            

actions and decisions discoverable and understandable for any party interested.  9

 

5 J. M. Balkin (1999) How mass media simulate political transparency, Cultural 
Values, 3:4. p. 393-394 
6 Ibid. 
7 Heise, J. A. (1985). Toward closing the confidence gap: An alternative approach to communication between 
public and government. Public Affairs Quarterly, 9, 196–217. 
8 Florini, A. (1998). The end of secrecy. Foreign Policy, 50–64. 
9 Gower, K. K. (2006). Truth and transparency. In K. Fitzpatrick & C. Bronstein (Eds.), Ethics in public 
relations  (pp. 89–105). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
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Transparency in terms of communication is, however, not equivalent to          

information-rich communication. Rather, more information often leads to less         

understanding, and can therefore lead to less trust. As Wall (1996) stated,            10

transparency is only useful when it enhances understanding instead of just           

increasing the flow of information. Similarly, a more recent publications by Heald            11

(2006) argues that for organisational transparency to be what he calls effective , the             

disclosed information needs to be understandable for the public. Otherwise, as           

Heald argues, the transparency is only an illusion. Thus saying that an            12

organisation is only transparent if the audience understands the information that is            

being disclosed.  

 

1.2 Problem Definition  

 

As several studies stress, the concept of transparency is not equal with disclosure of              

information. In order for organisations to communicate transparency in an effective           

way, audiences have to understand what is being said. If not understood, the             

disclosed information will only pile up without meeting the terms of the            

transparency concept.  

 

With this in mind, organisational self-declarations of transparency are problematic.          

As the level of transparency is decided in the understanding - not the disclosing - of                

information, the power of defining organisational transparency levels can then be           

said to be held not by the organisation itself but rather by its audience. This made                

us wonder. Can an organisation really state their own actions to be transparent? 

 

A Swedish company that seemingly believes self declarations of transparency to be            

valid is Oatly, a Malmö-based producer of oat-based alternatives to traditional dairy            

products. The company’s communication style is widely discussed in current media           

10 Strathern, M. (2000). The tyranny of transparency. British Educational Research Journal, 26, 309–321. 
11 Wall, S. (1996). Public justification and the transparency argument. The Philosophical Quarterly, 46, 
501–507 
12 Heald, D. (2006a). Varieties of transparency. In Hood, C. and Heald, D. (Eds.), Transparency. The Key to 
Better Governance. Oxford: Oxford University Press p. 30 
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with their generous sharing of information about the food industry and the            

company’s products. Oatly has included a statement regarding transparency in their           

company manifest:  

 

“We hope to make the food industry a more honest place by declaring to be totally                

transparent in everything we do”  13

 

With the notion of the audience’s constituting function and defining power of an             

organisation’s level of transparency in mind, the above statement by Oatly is found             

ambiguous, and it motivated a closer investigation of Oatly and the company’s            

audience.  

 

1.3 Purpose and Research Questions  

 

With theories showing that it is the receiver (audience ) rather than the sender             

(organisation) who holds the power to define transparency levels, this study wishes            

to investigate the audience’s perspective on Oatly’s level of transparency. The           

purpose of the study is to examine the perceived transparency of Oatly and to              

contribute to the so far thin body of research on the issue. The research questions               

this study aims to answer are: 

 

 

 

How is Oatly’s level of transparency perceived by the company’s audience? 

Which are the key factors forming this perception? 

 

 

 
 

13 Oatly.com (2016), The Oatly Way. http://www.oatly.com/the-oatly-way/ [2016-01-02] 
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1.4 Boundaries and Definitions  

 

This thesis essay finds its origin in the study of transparent communication, a             

branch of communication studies at large and strategic communication to be           

precise. The use of transparency has been studied by researchers in various fields.             

However, it should be noted that it is the communication that is studied in this essay,                

not the eventual business practises caused by- or motivating it (marketing). The            

perspective is accordingly that of organisational communication, not        

communication as a division of marketing.  

 

The term audience is central to this thesis study. The Oxford English Dictionary             

defines it as “The range or sphere of hearing (of a person or group of people): (also)                 

the capacity (of a person or group) to hear or attend to something. ” Hence, in this                 14

study references to Oatly’s audience is a common description of all who are exposed              

to the company’s communication.  

 

1.5 Disposition  

 

This thesis essay is made up by seven chapters: Introduction, About Oatly, About 

Transparency, Method and Material, Results, Analysis and Conclusions.  
 

The first chapter will offer an Introduction to both the notion of transparency and 

the problem and research questions the thesis aims to answer. 

 

In the chapter About Oatly, readers will get to know the company studied in the 

essay - Oatly. The chapter will offer a brief company history, an organisation 

summary and illustrations of the company’s communication.  

 

In the second chapter About Transparency, theories concerning transparent 

organisational communication are presented. In relation to the theories, the authors 

14 The Oxford English Dictionary (2016). Audience . 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/13022?redirectedFrom=audience#eid [2016-01-02] 
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set out seven  hypotheses regarding Oatly’s communicational transparency based on 

pre-understandings of the company’s audience’s perceptions. These are to be 

proven or disproven by the empirical research later conducted. This chapter also 

presents a model which divides the notion of organisational transparency into four 

themes which will be the basis of both result presentation and analysis.  

 

Following the introductory and background chapters, a close presentation of the 

method and material used in the empirical study is given under the headline of 

Method and Material. The chapter offers motivation and explanations of the 

methodology used, as well as commenting on topics such as access implications and 

the ethical aspects of academic research.  

 

Post presenting the methodological framework, the Results gathered in the 

empirics are presented. The research is based upon two methods of which the 

results will be presented integratedly. As mentioned, the model presented in the 

theoretical background chapter will provide a structure in the sorting of the results. 

 

With the results at hand, a thorough Analysis of it follows. The authors here reflect 

on eventual trends and links by discussing the results under the same thematic 

structure in which they were presented. 

 

Finally, the thesis essay offers its found Discussion . Here the authors present 

eventual conclusions drawn and final comments on the result.  
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2. About Oatly  

 

Before presenting a number of theories concerning transparency and topics related           

to it, a brief introduction to the company examined in this study, Oatly, is offered.               

The presentation focus lies with the recent years with the company. 

 

2.1 Oatly AB  

 

Swedish Oat-based dairy producer Oatly AB was registered as a company in 1992.             15

Leading up to the commercial launch of Oatly, years of scientific research were             

conducted at Lund University. Scientist in the late 80’s had found that natural             

enzymes enabled the transformation of oats to liquid nutrition suitable for human            

consumption, and the project that would later become Oatly AB was initiated.  16

 

Oatly AB today stands under full ownership from the mother company Cereal Base             

CEBA AB. Cereal Base CEBA AB is owned by Pågengruppen, Industrifonden,           17

Östersjöstiftelsen, the founders, private individuals and employees. CEO of Oatly          

AB, as well external CEO of Cereal Base CEBA AB, is Toni Petersson.  18

 

Oatly is since 2014 headquartered in Malmö and the production- and development            

facility is located in Landskrona, thus staying true to the south of Sweden as the               

company home.  Oatly AB has 71 employees.  19 20

 

2.2 Vision and Task  

 

Under the section “About the Company” on Oatly’s website, the company describes 

their purpose of existence and vision: 

15 Allabolag.se (2016). Oatly AB. http://www.allabolag.se/5564461043/Oatly_AB [2016-01-02] 
16 Oatly AB (2016). About The Company . http://www.oatly.com/about-the-company/ [2016-01-02] 
17 Allabolag.se (2016). Oatly AB. http://www.allabolag.se/5564461043/Oatly_AB  
18 Oatly AB (2015). Årsredovising 2014. Malmö: Oatly AB [2016-01-02] 
19 Ibid.  
20 Ibid.  
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“Oatly exists for one sole reason: we want to make it easy for people to eat and drink 

in a way that makes them feel good and simultaneously let them avoid worrying 

about draining the planet’s resources”  21

 

Staying  on the website, a section named “The Oatly Way” is found. The Oatly way 

describes how the company works and in what purpose. The company task is stated 

to be: 

 

“To improve both single individuals and the planet’s well-being with a product line 

that finds its power in Swedish oats”  22

 

2.3 Becoming a Lifestyle Company  

 

Recent years, in particular 2013 and 2014, have been important for Oatly. The             

company paired up with the celebrated advertising agency Forsman & Bodenfors in            

the creation of a widespread rebranding campaign that started in 2013, with the goal              

of repositioning the company from a non-dairy business to a leading business in             

sustainable nutritional health.  23

 

As Oatly reflects on consumers being value-driven, and describes the own company            

as “equipped and organised for working in a highly mutable world with [such: ed’s              

note]”, the company also planned for a repositioning from a food business to a              

lifestyle business. High goals for company growth were set, resulting in the year of              

2013 being characterised by preparations for meeting them.   24

 

The rebranding initiated in 2013 resulted in a new design which was launched in              

May 2014. New product packaging, new slogans and a stronger presence in both             

traditional and social media followed, and slogans like “Wow No Cow!” and “It’s             

21 Oatly.com (2016), About the Company. Avaliable: http://www.oatly.com/about-the-company/ 
2016-01-02] 
22 Oatly.com (2016), The Oatly Way. Avaliable: http://www.oatly.com/the-oatly-way/  [2016-01-02] 
23 Oatly AB (2014). Årsredovising 2013. Malmö: Oatly AB 
24 Ibid.  
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Like Milk But Made For Humans” received great media coverage. The visual            

rebranding was awarded with a significant amount of advertising awards like the            

Swedish Guldägg, and the overall rebranding was rewarded for its effectivity in the             

advertising competition 100-Wattaren. Sales increased with 20% compared to 2013,          

and Oatly themselves called the year’s result as exceeding their expectations.  25

 

2.4 Product Packaging and Descriptions  

 

 

 

Image 1.  Oatly product packaging 

 

The rebranding, executed by advertising agency Forsman & Bodenfors (F&B),          

resulted in a brand new design of the Oatly products launched in 2014. As F&B               

describes it, “[Oatly’s] media budget is, to put it mildly, limited. [This] is why we               

decided to treat the packaging as Oatly’s main media channel, as an advertising             

space in itself”.  26

 

The product packaging is playful in its design and features a variation of graphics              

and text. Examples of material featured on Oatly products are simplified           

illustrations of the production process, information about oatmilk and witty          

messages from the  company CEO, Toni Peterson.  

25 Oatly AB (2015). Årsredovising 2014. Malmö: Oatly AB 
26 Forsman Bodenfors (2014). Oatly Rebranding. http://www.fb.se/work/oatly/rebranding [2016-01-02] 
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Image 2.  Oatly product packaging 

 

On their website, Oatly describes their products with a playful tone. The text below              

is just one of many similar pieces. Facts are presented next to jokes and copywriting               

carousels, and images of the products packagings are displayed next to descriptional            

texts such as: 

 

“Happy cheese! That’s a pretty strange way to start a text about our new product.               

We write “cheese” but do not in any way say that our new sandwich spread is made                 

of “cheese”. It does not have anything to do with “cheese” except it’s just as               

conveniently spreadable as those soft “cheeses” and you can use it in your cooking              

to make super creamy sauces or for baking cookies and “cheesecakes”. If you can’t              

find it next to the other Oatly products in your store you can look if it’s chilling in                  

the shelf with other creamy spreadable “cheeses” - påMackan is the one with a little               

extra good animal-free karma.”  27

 

Every product description is accompanied by two headlines: “The Very Best” and            

“The Maybe Less Great”. Example topics of the first theme is the modest             

environmental strain oatmilk offers compared to other alternatives. The second          

theme, “The Maybe Less Great”, comments on topics such the use of (certified)             

palm-oil.  28

27 Author’s  translation: Oatly AB (2016). PåMackan. 
http://www.oatly.com/products/sweden/oatly-pamackan/ [2016-01-02]  
28 Oatly AB (2016). The Oatly Family. http://www.oatly.com/products/sweden/ [2016-01-02]  
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2.5 Communication Channels  

 

Beyond the communication brought out on their own platforms, Oatly          

communicates with the audience through multiple channels. As mentioned the          

company has been praised for its communication efforts, and Oatly posts input in             

various lifestyle debates (e.g. environment, health and animal rights) through          

traditional press. Oatly has a strong presence in social media as well and is active on                

the following platforms:  

 

Facebook 

Oatly’s official Facebook-page holds the company name and has 62 814 likes. Posts             29

are primarily written in Swedish with some rare English exceptions (e.g. the page             

description). Posts are dedicated to highlighting key events and company          

milestones. Photos are posted together with descriptions of the events they           

represent. The Oatly Facebook-page has one posted video, showing CEO Toni           

cooking with his mother.  30

 

Instagram 

@Oatlyab, the company’s Instagram account, has 15 500 followers. Pictures posted           

show (e.g.) products, recipe inspiration, Oatly ambassadors and events.  
31

 

Youtube 

@Oatly, Oatly’s Youtube-channel, is called Oatly TV when embedded on the           

company website. With playlists like Toni TV and Almost Like a Proper Breakfast,             

material is posted on the channel reaching the 586 followers plus others viewing the              

films without following the channel. In one of the most liked videos, Toni acts              32

tired of communication and advertising, saying (with a tired tone): “That’s our            

dilemma. We know that it’s good, but we’re not allowed to say it”  33

29 Facebook (2016). Oatly AB. https://www.facebook.com/OatlySE/?brand_redir=1022355411162376 
[2016-01-02] 
30 Ibid.  
31 Instagram (2016). Oatly AB. https://www.instagram.com/oatlyab/ [2016-01-02] 
32 Youtube (2016). Oatly AB. https://www.youtube.com/user/oatlyab/about [2016-01-02] 
33 Oatly AB (2015). Betaglucan. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=680XFzDuDqI [20160102] 
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Twitter 

@OatlyAB, Oatly’s Twitter account, has 1954 followers. The channel is used for            34

various kinds of posts, including product marketing, brand activities and general           

information about the dairy industry. The posts are primarily written in English with             

some rare Swedish exceptions. The language used is informal and the tone is very              

casual with wordplays such as “oatsome” (awesome) and “fiberlicious”. 

 

2.6 “ The Milk Lobby VS Oatly”  

 

In 2014, Oatly was sued by the Swedish Dairy Association (today LRF Mjölk and              

Växa Sverige) on basis of the conducted rebranding campaign. The lawsuit regarded            

Oatly’s use of marketing slogans which, according to the Swedish Dairy Association,            

gave a negative (and false) view of cow milk, thus being both discrediting and              

misleading for consumers. The slogans mentioned in the lawsuit was ”No milk. No             

soy. No badness” and ”It’s like milk, but made for humans”. 

 

In connection to the legal negotiations, Oatly launched a both printed and digital             

campaign called “Dålig stämning i kyldisken” (approximate - and humor free -            

translation: “Awkward atmosphere in the dairy section of the supermarket”). The           

campaign aimed to show those interested what the lawsuit concerned (in detail) and             

to explain why Oatly found the accusations invalid. On a full spread in Swedish daily               

newspapers such as Dagens Nyheter and Svenska Dagbladet, Oatly published the           

advertisement below, showing arguments against the lawsuit. 

 

34 Twitter (2016). OatlyAB. https://twitter.com/oatlyab   [2016-01-02] 
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Image 3.  “The Milk Lobby VS Oatly”, Advertisement by Oatly 

 

Even with Oatly’s effort lobbying against it, the lawsuit from the Swedish Dairy 

Association was found valid, and the company was judged to pay a fine of two 

million Swedish crowns (SEK) to Swedish Dairy Association in the Swedish Market 

Court (Marknadsdomstolen) 2015:18.  
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3. About Transparency  

 

In order to fully understand the notion set to investigate, it is important to research               

previous academic works concerning transparency. So what has been said about           

transparency, and which are the factors others seem to put it in relation to?  

 

In addition to presenting research related to transparency, the following paragraphs           

show a number of hypotheses. The hypotheses are constructed with the theories as a              

basis in order to connect the framework to the case of Oatly. With theory acting as                

background and motivation, the hypotheses will assist the later analysis. A           

clarification of their connections to various themes in the theoretical framework is            

illustrated in the end of the chapter.  

 

3.1 Transparency and Ethics  

 

Stasavage (2003) describes how the most direct way to eliminate problems of moral             

hazard is to make an organisation’s behavior more observable. The notion of            35

opening up one’s organisation for examination and potential criticism is not new            

when discussing ethical organisational practices. In the early 1900’s, the progressive           

movement spoke of “The Light of Publicity” as a necessary unmasker of            

wrongdoings. The notion of organisational exposure indicates an ethical scenario          36

where organisations increasingly are being held accountable for their practices and           

behaviours, thus indicating that the task previously carried out solemnly by           

publishers now is made by the public too. When applying these theories to the case               

of Oatly, the audience are believed to act as ‘unmaskers’. With an aim to investigate               

whether this is true to the case of Oatly, following hypothesis was set:  

 

H1.   The audience demands a lot of information from Oatly 

35 Stasavage, D. (2003). Transparency, democratic accountability, and the economic consequences of monetary 
institutions. American Journal of Political Science, 47, p.400.  
36 Stoker, K., & Rawlins, B. (2005). The ‘light’ of publicity in the progressive era: From searchlight to 
flashlight. Journalism History, 30, 177–188.  
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The above mentioned kind of exposure often implies a gap or a differentiation             

between an organisation’s words and behaviour. Established communications        

scholar Christensen (2008) takes notion on this concept of a gap and means that it               

can signify different matters depending on which perspective on transparency one           

has. Christensen refers to definitions of transparency such as clarity, trust and            37

accountability as parts of a conventional approach. With his approach, gaps as            

problematic and something that should be extinguished. In the attempts to close            

these gaps, organisations aims for consistency between talk and action. Christensen           

argues that organisations are thereby increasingly exercising control and conduct a           

more professionalised transparency.   38

 

As a solution, Christensen introduces what he calls a nuanced and sophisticated            

perspective on transparency. His perspective sees gaps as unavoidable, considering          

the fast moving environments that organisations work within. Christensen argues          

that gaps should be seen as a motivating element that can put both internal and               

external audiences in motion to proactively create better organisations. In line           39

with this, he argues that it is crucial for organisational communication to facilitate             

accessibility. Applying these theories to the case of Oatly, a hypothesis regarding            40

the audience’s perception of the level of accessibility in the company’s           

communication was set: 

 

 

H2. The audience considers the level of accessibility in Oatly’s communication to            

prove the company’s endeavor to be an open organisation  

 

 

 

  

37 Christensen,L & Langer, R (2008) Public Relations and the Strategic Use of Transparency: 
Consistency, Hypocrisy, and Corporate Change. Conference Papers -- International Communication 
Association. p. 5 
38 Ibid., p. 18 
39 Ibid.  
40 Ibid. p. 27 
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When addressing issues of organisational gaps, public relations scholar Rawlins          

(2009) argues that it is the above presented factor of accountability that makes             

transparency so valuable to an organisation. By disclosing information (rather than           

being unmasked), an organisation enables the audience to see their weaknesses and            

possible practices that needs to be handled in a better way. Rather than having              

negative effects on practices, Rawlins argue that it will generate motivating effects            

on the organisation’s behaviour. As Oatly strives to be a good company, an             41

hypothesis regarding their display of information was considered relevant. The          

hypothesis was set with the perception that Oatly aims to display information about             

various areas in their organisation in their effort to be a transparent company:  

 

 

H3.  The audience has a sufficient amount of  information about various parts of 

Oatly’s work.  

 

 

3.2 Transparency and Trustworthiness  

 

Another common perception gap is that of planned and perceived trustworthiness.           

The notion of trustworthiness is closely related to that of organisational           

transparency, and it is thereby worth investing some thought into. Mayer, Davis and             

Schoorman (1995) defined three factors constituting organisational trust which are          

presented below. But to introduce the notion, the factors are introduced by the             

scholars’ definition of trust. 

 

Mayer et al. (1995) propose that trust should be defined as the “willingness to be               

vulnerable to another party when that party cannot be controlled or monitored”.            

This definition of trust is based on an expectation that the trusted party (the              

trustee) will perform a specific action which is important for the trusting party (the              

41 Rawlins, B. (2009) Give the Emperor a Mirror: Toward Developing a Stakeholder Measurement of 
Organizational Transparency. Journal of Public Relations Research, 21(1) p. 75 
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trustor) without an ability to monitor or control it. With this definition at hand,              42

the following hypothesis was set. It regards the communication carried out by Oatly             

and is set to investigate Oatly’s audience’s trust in Oatly to be open in their               

communication:  

 

 

H4.  The audience trusts Oatly to give them both positive and negative information 

about their operations 

 

 

Continuing, Mayer et al.’s (1995) model explicitly separates trust from both its            

origins and its outcomes. Rather, the theory explains that it is the perceptions of a               

trustee’s characteristics which make it trustworthy, and that that is what affects            

what level of trust later is put in that trustee. As promised, the theory introduces               

three factors amounting to trustworthiness: benevolence, ability and integrity.   43

 

1. Benevolence 

 

With the factor of benevolence, Mayer et al. refer to the trustor’s (i.e., the trusting               

party’s) perception of that the other part (the trustee) cares about the trustor’s well              

being. A vivid example of benevolence is the relationship between a mentor and a              

protégé. Even without requirements or gained reward, the mentor wants to be            

helpful to the protégé. The perception of this positive orientation held by the             

trustee (the mentor) to the trustor (the protégé) is benevolence, and sentiments like             

altruism and friendship is thus often related to the term.   44

 

Mayer et al. (1995) promote long-term relationships between organisations and          

their audiences, rather than the conventional buyer-seller relationship. As they          

42 Mayer, R.C., Davis, J.H. & Schoorman, F.D. 1995, "An Integrative Model of Organizational Trust", The 
Academy of Management Review, vol. 20, no. 3, pp. 712. 
43 Mayer, R.C., Davis, J.H. & Schoorman, F.D. 1995, "An Integrative Model of Organizational Trust", The 
Academy of Management Review, vol. 20, no. 3, pp. 709734. 
44 Ibid., pp. 718719 
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describe it, benevolence is a notion that is often sprung from bonds such as that of                

the mentor and the protégé, and when applying the concept to Oatly and this              

particular study a hypothesis that stretches the core concept was set. As            

benevolence indicates an act of kindness or an inclination to be kind, the hypothesis              

was set with a preconception of Oatly’s audience perceiving elements of           

benevolence in the communication brought out by Oatly (i.e. they perceive Oatly as             

inclined to act kind towards them). With this preconception, a hypothesis regarding            

“only” the perceived benevolence seemed far too elementary. Consequently, the          

following hypothesis assumes that the audience perceives benevolence in the          

communication brought out by Oatly and instead investigates whether it also brings            

the audience to relate to the company’s communication: 

 

 

H5.  The audience relates to the communication brought out by Oatly 

 

 

2. Ability  

 

Ability is the second factor constituting trust in the theory by Mayer et al. (1995),               

and it is based on the perception that the trustee has skills and competence needed               

in a given domain. Since the trustee may well be an expert in one field but an                 

amateur in another, the domain of the ability is important. For example, astronauts             

are trusted to be excellent space explorers but not always trusted to cook the              

Christmas ham.  45

 

So, ability is linked with specific fields, thus generating trust related to that specific              

one. In the case of Oatly the field is the company vision, and the following               

hypothesis is set regarding the audience’s perception of their field of ability, not the              

level of the ability itself. That is, the hypothesis is set to investigate whether Oatly’s               

communication makes their audience aware of their vision:  

45 Mayer, R.C., Davis, J.H. & Schoorman, F.D. 1995, "An Integrative Model of Organizational Trust", The 
Academy of Management Review, vol. 20, no. 3, pp. 717-719 
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H6.  The audience is aware of Oatly’s vision to help the planet 

 

 

3. Integrity 

 

In the theory of Mayer et al. (1995), integrity is defined as the perception that the                

trustee follows the principles that the trustor finds acceptable, and it is the third and               

final constituting factor in the creation of organisational trust. As the theory states,             

an organisation can strengthen its integrity by following rules and guidelines and            

resist corruption. Relating the concept of integrity to the case of Oatly, the             46

following hypothesis was set regarding the audience’s trust in Oatly to share            

information that is important for their cause: 

 

 

H7.  The audience trusts that Oatly only shares valid information in order to help 

the planet 

 

 

These above presented factors - benevolence, ability and integrity - are all equally             

important in the constituting of trust as defined by Mayer et. al (1995), and they can                

vary independently of each other.  47

 

3.3 Transparency and Measurement  

 

3.3.1 Assurance Standards  

 

All of the presented theories are, even with their ambition to concretise, abstract in              

their assembling. Followingly, the measurement of transparency is another factor          

46 Mayer, R.C., Davis, J.H. & Schoorman, F.D. 1995, "An Integrative Model of Organizational Trust", The 
Academy of Management Review, vol. 20, no. 3, p. 719-720 
47 Ibid. p. 720 
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which scholars seem to put focus on in order to sort out the notion. As reflected on                 

when discussing ethical dimensions of organisational transparency, evaluations of         

an organisation’s transparency practices can be difficult to execute. Both          

organisations and scholars have made attempts to provide the field with guidelines            

for successful organisational engagement in transparent practices, but few have          

succeeded.  

 

In Rawlins’ (2009) study of stakeholder measurement of organisational         

transparency, he argues for a widened identification range of the concept of            

transparency beyond ‘openness’. His study was designed to identify ways of           

measuring transparency, and he conducted a thorough research of the literature           

concerning organisational transparency and identified several factors central to the          

concept. By combining guidelines from various sources in the field of           48

organisational transparency, involving both organisations on the one hand - e.g.           

The Global Reporting Initiative and The Public Relations Society of America - and             

scholars on the other, Rawlins was able to summarise 13 distinct guidelines for             

organisational transparent practices.  

 

According to his guidelines, organisations reach transparency when they share          

information that holds them accountable, includes their audiences, are accurate,          

able to be verified, relevant, comparable, neutral, complete, timely, clear, reliable,           

accessible and finally, honest. Still, Rawlins (2009) recognises that even though           49

these guidelines enable an improvement and evaluation of organisational         

transparency practices, it does not necessarily imply that organisations will engage           

wholeheartedly in transparent practices.   50

 

 

 

  

48 Rawlins, B. (2009) Give the Emperor a Mirror: Toward Developing a Stakeholder Measurement of 
Organizational Transparency. Journal of Public Relations Research, 21(1) p. 73 
49 Ibid. p. 79 
50 Ibid.  
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3.3.2 Rawlins’ Four Factor Model  

 

With the identified factors of transparency collected from the field, Rawlins (2009)            

constructed a model for transparency measurement which achieved both validity          

and reliability when tested on organisations in his study. The model allows a             51

systematic way of measuring audience perceptions of organisational transparency.         

In his model, four categories of transparency traits are found. Participation,           

Substantial information, Accountable and Secretive (with the secretive factor         

being the only factor where organisations should preferably score low). The main            

categories are all accompanied by sub-categories with different factors or actions           

further exemplifying what is implied by each main category.  

 

With this model’s design (see p.25), notions of ambiguous character such as            

transparency can be made more clear and easy to interpret. The sub-categories            

function as comparable factors when conducting and analysing data and provide a            

reliable way to systematically and theoretically categorise the it into the four main             

categories that Rawlins (2009) consider to be the four pillars of transparency.  

51 Rawlins, B. (2009) Give the Emperor a Mirror: Toward Developing a Stakeholder Measurement of 
Organizational Transparency. Journal of Public Relations Research, 21(1). p. 73 
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Model 1.  Rawlins’ Four Factor Model of Transparency Efforts  
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To be noted, Rawlins’ (2009) model involves the 13 identified guidelines mentioned            

in paragraphs above. Therefore, as its creator stresses, the model is to be considered              

as granting a comprehensive picture rather than a simplified one. In order to tackle              52

a phenomenon as ambiguous as transparency, an extensive and broad          

understanding of it is a necessity.  

 

Rawlins (2009) argue that a legitime declaration of organisational transparency is           

enabled due to the four factor model’s systematic reliability. In line with the             53

model, an organisation is to be perceived as rich in the dimensions of participation,              

substantial information and accountability (and consequently have low levels of          

secretive traits) in order to be considered transparent.  54

 

Rawlins’ (2009) four factor model is central to this study as it will be used as an                 

analysing model for the results of the research. Thus, it is a combining tool for the                

theoretical framework and the empirical data. How this was accomplished (i.e. how            

the empirical data was collected, processed and analysed) will be discussed in            

further detail in the method chapter.  

 

3.4 Summary of Hypotheses  

 

This past chapter has introduced the theoretical framework for this study and seven             

hypotheses set by the authors have been presented throughout it, each relating to             

different aspects of the transparency concept. 

 

In order to clarify the links between the hypotheses and transparency, an            

illustration of how they are connected to Rawlins’ (2009) model on organisational            

transparency is offered (see p.28). As presented above, Rawlins’ model is based on             

themes and sub-categories which are set from industry- as well as academic            

52 Rawlins, B. (2009) Give the Emperor a Mirror: Toward Developing a Stakeholder Measurement of 
Organizational Transparency. Journal of Public Relations Research, 21(1). p. 94 
53 Ibid., p. 73 
54 Ibid., p. 96 
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practices and guidelines. As the author himself describes it, the model is a summary              

of what has been said (and agreed on) regarding the notion. The set hypotheses              

should not be regarded as a covering the entire field of transparency (i.e. the entire               

model) but rather as extracts of each theme which are relevant to the specific case of                

Oatly and audience perceptions.  

 

The hypotheses’ integration into Rawlins’ (2009) model was enabled by their           

connection to the different sub-categories. Theories involved in hypothesis one (H1)           

emphasised the audience’s role as unmaskers (find information) and the need for an             

organisation to open up (detailed, involves me). This connects the hypothesis’ to            

“Participation”. Hypothesis two (H2) and three (H3) involves theories that argue for            

accessibility and a holistic display of organisational information. This implies          

connections to “Substantial Information” (understandable, complete, timely). As for         

hypothesis four (H4) and five (H5) connections to “Accountable” were identified as            

the theories involved argues for a display of both positive and negative information             

(admits to mistakes, open to criticism) and an audience’s perception of a positive             

bond to a company (forthcoming). Finally, hypothesis six (H6) and seven (H7) are             

connected to “Secretive”(information unclear, withholds information).  

28 



 

Model 2.  Rawlins’ Four Factor Model of Transparency Efforts & related hypotheses  
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4. Method and Material  

 

This chapter presents the method of the research conducted in this thesis study. The              

chapter will present the study’s research design, the selection of research methods,            

the selection of representatives and material, the gathered material, the structure of            

result presentation and analysis. The chapter concludes by presenting further          

ethical aspects of the research methodology. 

 

4.1 Research Design  

 

The research concerning Oatly and the company’s level of transparency was           

conducted with an abductive approach , thus by a combined inductive/empirical          55

research and a fixed theoretical framework. The problem definition is          

inside-scientific . In contrast to issues found manifested in society at large,           56

inside-scientific issues can be viewed as knowledge gaps in given and often more             

precise fields. In this particular study, the gap identified regards audience           57

perception of transparency. Previous scholars have established a key role of           

organisation’s audiences when defining transparency, but the research on their          

actual perception is thin.  

 

With a theory-consuming take, the research has put the given case (Oatly) in centre,              

thus discounting generalisations beyond it. As with all theory-consuming research,          

this offers internal validity and may offer insight to if, how and why a given factor                

influences the case. Outset from the theoretical framework, seven hypotheses were           58

set before conducting the empirical research in the study. This was made to further              

connect the theoretical framework to the research results.  

 

55 Ekström, Mats & Larsson, Larsåke (red.) (2010). Metoder i kommunikationsvetenskap 2nd ed.. Lund: 
Studentlitteratur  p. 20 
56 Free translation of inomvetenskaplig , Metodpraktikan Esaiasson, Gilljam, Oscarsson & Wängnerud 
(2012) Metodpraktikan - Konsten att studera samhälle, individ och marknad. 4th ed. Stockholm: Norstedts 
Juridik.  p.31 
57 Ibid., p. 31 
58 Ibid., p. 89-90 
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Further, to enable an empirical saturation in the abductive approach the data was             

collected and managed via two research methods with the ambition for the research             

results to complement and validate each other. The achievement of such an            

ambition implied a thorough selection of research methods, material and          

population. 

 

4.2 Selection of Research Methods  

 

When selecting research methods for this thesis, the aim was to enclose all three              

aspects of “what”, “how” and “why” regarding the audience’s perception of Oatly’s            

transparency. More precisely: what the audience perceptions are, how they have           

formed this perception (i.e. what information they have built their perceptions on)            

and finally why, i.e. which key factors create the perceptions. Answers to these three              

questions are sought in order to successfully answer to the study’s purpose and             

research questions. Further, with the earlier noted aim for research methods which            

both complement and validates each other, a review of research methods that were             

potentially suitable for this study was made. The final selection landed on a             

quantitative online survey and qualitative conversational interviews.  

 

4.2.1 Online Survey  

 

The survey is a frequently used research method when studying audience           

perceptions. Focus in this research method lies on the general, i.e. to form a              

comprehensive overview. Consequently, the survey is a method of quantitative          

character. The survey collects information from a large number of people that are             59

expected to be representative of a certain audience by posting a structured list of              

questions asked in either a questionnaire or interviews. In this case, the survey             

respondents are Oatly’s audience. A further discussion of the selection of           

representatives for this study will be lifted later on in this paper.  

 

59 Hansen & Machin (2013) Media and Communication Research Methods. Ny uppl. Basingstoke:Palgrave 
Macmillan. p. 204 
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The key instrument for analysing survey-collected data is a coding schedule. This            

structured and systematic stature allows an investigation of several variables.          

Further, it enables comparisons and presentations of descriptive statistics.  

 

Considering the fact that its results enabled a declaration of the audience’s general             

perception of Oatly’s level of transparency in their communication (i.e. that it            

covers the what-factor), the selection of the online survey as a research method was              

uncontested. Further, as the method allows investigation of several differences          

variables and presentations of statistical correlations, it gave a good overview of the             

situation. Consequently, the methods can help answer the factors of “how” and            

“why” of the respondent’s perceptions of Oatly’s communication. This produced a           

base upon which the interviews could build its research.  60

 

4.2.2 Conversational Interview  

 

The qualitative interview, here referred to as conversational interview, is a method            

which identifies nuances and offers respondents the possibility to be unexpected in            

their given answers. With open question formulation, the method has an ability to             

capture answers not only in their manifestation but in their contexts, making it very              

different from the quantitative survey.  61

 

With the capability of registering unexpected answers, conversational interviews are          

often tinged by follow-up questions. This is one of the main points of the method:               

researchers may, and especially when conducting several interviews, identify         

themes and patterns.  62

 

The selection of conversational interviews was not as obvious as with that of the              

online survey. But to cover the “how” and “why” factors, and thereby answer the              

60 Hansen & Machin (2013) Media and Communication Research Methods. Ny uppl. Basingstoke:Palgrave 
Macmillan. p. 206  
61 Esaiasson, Gilljam, Oscarsson & Wängnerud (2012) Metodpraktikan - Konsten att studera samhälle, 
individ och marknad. 4th ed. Stockholm: Norstedts Juridik.  p. 251 
62 Ibid. 
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second research question, it was necessary to also choose a research method that             

could captivate both deeper thoughts forming the perceptions and the social           

contexts which are equally as constituting of an audience’s perceptions.          

Conversational interviews and focus groups were both methods that could offer this            

kind of insight, however with one suiting the particular study better. Hosting focus             

groups discussing Oatly and transparency may have proven fruitful, but the risk of             

group dynamics preventing divergent voices or silencing insecure individuals was          

estimated as far too real. Conversational interviews, however, offer respondents a           

(hopefully experienced) safe environment in which their individual voices are heard           

and appreciated.  

 

4.2.3 Concurrent Triangular Strategy  

 

By using both a quantitative and a qualitative method in the research approach a              

concurrent triangular strategy was conducted. That is, by exercising two different           

methods, both a confirmation and validation of the research results was enabled. To             

succeed in using this strategy, the two research methods had to ensure a centering              

of the research questions and purpose of the study. This was achieved by Rawlins’              63

(2009) model for determining levels of transparency in communication which role in            

the analysis model will be further explained later in the paper.  

 

This strategic selection of research methods enabled results which would provide a            

general picture of the audience’s perceived transparency in Oatly’s communication,          

a thorough systematisation in the research (online survey) and an opening for            

interpretation and questioning (conversational interviews).  

 

 

  

63 Hjerm,Mikael; Lindgren, Simon; Nilsson, Marco (2014) Introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig analys. 2 
uppl. Malmö:Gleerup. p. 188 
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4.3 Selection of Representatives and Material  

 

During this part of the research process, there were two central aspects to consider:              

1) To measure out a representative part of Oatly’s audience and 2) To get access to                

that audience and, thus, the research field itself.  

 

A sample of representatives from Oatly’s audience had to be picked in order for the               

empirical research to give validity and reliability to the study. Ideally, the empirical             

research would have involved the whole population. How ever, considering the near            

impossibility of such, limitations had to be made. For a representative pick of the              

population, a selection frame was conducted. Thus, there was certain factors which            

steered the process of the selection. 

 

Access to the population (i.e. the aimed research field) was vital for the study to be                

successful. A thorough evaluation of possible channels to use was thereby           

conducted before carrying out the research. Getting access to groups of people            

further implied a consideration of ethical aspects, and the following paragraphs will            

offer a more detailed description of the processes of forming the selection frame and              

determining the population. 

 

4.3.1 Deciding Respondents for the Online Survey  

  

The participator selection frame for the survey was made with Oatly’s defined target             

group as a guide. That is, “women between the ages of 16-45 with an interest for                

their own and other’s health accompanied by environmental appraisals”. Outset           64

from this statement, focus landed on getting access to groups of people within the              

set age range with an exposed interest for, or “awareness” of, the environment             

and/or health issues. Despite Oatly’s declared focus on women, men were also            

included in this study’s selected group of respondents. This was partly because a             

general perception was sought, but also because there could be possible differences            

64 Erman, Sofie (2015). E-mail 11/12-15 < info@oatly.com>. 
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in the perceptions of Oatly’s communication between the genders. This was           

considered to be of interest for the study, especially as only one gender (female) is               

company’s stated target group. 

 

Considering Oatly’s new wished profile as a ‘leading business in sustainable           

nutritional health’ and their promotion of a diet without animal substances, people            

excluding such in their nutrition (e.g. vegans and vegetarians) received major.           

Further, the wide age range and lack of specification regarding occupation in Oatly’s             

stated target group left the occupation variable flexibel at a greater extent than the              

other demographic variables.  

 

Followingly, the sample did not follow procedures to ensure statistical randomness -            

rather, it was a non-probability sample. The selection was based on the principles of              

convenience sampling, meaning that the availability and willingness of the          

respondents determined participation and access. Elements of snowball sampling         

(i.e. the respondents reached by convenience sampling passing the survey on to            

people equally relevant to the study) was encouraged, but not counted upon. What             

this means in practice will be further described in section 4.3.3. 

 

The participant approach was motivated by the study’s purpose and its limited            

selection frame for generating the empirical data, thus considering the necessity of            

the respondents knowledge and experience of Oatly as a company and their            

communication. Followingly, focusing on a certain percentage of the population          

rather than willing participants would have implied a risk for a significant drop-out             

of respondents in the survey. Given the study’s theoretical framework where           

audience perceptions authorises the level of transparency in organisational         

communication, a selected group by percentage would also have increased the risk            

of a non-valid result in the study.  

 

In conclusion, by approaching individuals with exposed interests in health, the           

environment and/ or a lifestyle without animalistic substances, the research aimed           

to reach people who have opinions and thoughts about similar issues as Oatly does,              
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and thus, may have noticed Oatly and formed a perception of the company’s             

communication. In addition, a group of people with strong opinions created           

possibilities to find respondents further engagement in the study (i.e. respondents           

for the conversational interviews).  

 

4.3.2 Deciding Respondents for the Conversational Interviews  

  

Outset from the selection frame, the participant selection for the conversational           

interviews regarding Oatly and the perceived levels of transparency was carried out            

through two complementing strategies: 

  

1. Registration of interest in interview participation in the online survey 

2. Approaching of respondents with a preconceived high level of centrality by           

the researchers 

 

Regarding the convenience sampling, a registration of interest in participating in an            

interview was offered at the end of the survey questionnaire where those willing to              

further participate in the study was encouraged to write down their email-addresses,            

thereby ensuring that the respondents are of the same character in both research             

methods. Thus, aiming for a representative selection of respondents and a           

successful concurrent triangulation strategy.  

 

To count on convenience sampling alone would risk the research’s validity when            

collecting empirical data. To avoid this, centrality was a second selection procedure            

used in the study. The notion of centrality is used for identifying respondents placed              

in the centre of given subjects. Similarly to the survey, the respondents were chosen              

based on the principle of intensity (i.e. their position and expected knowledge of the              

given issue) and, of course, their willingness to participate.  

  

The number of interviews was limited to four in order to be able to conduct               

thorough analyses of the gathered material. Further details about the respondents is            

found in the material section of this chapter.  
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4.3.3 Access Implications  

 
With a selected frame for respondents, the process of gaining access to it begun.              

When approaching a selected audience, the level of access may differ depending on             

factors such as communication channels. The study’s approach to the selected           

groups was therefore realised after a thorough evaluation of possible approaches.  

 

Similarly to the process of selecting respondents, the process of receiving access was             

based upon Oatly’s stated target group and aimed to reach the groups in their              

“natural habitats”. For the quantitative research, the social platform Facebook was           

selected as a communication channel for spreading the survey. The aim with the             

approach was to gain access to Facebook-groups where people with interests that            

fall in line with Oatly’s target group gather. “Environment”, ”Environmental          

friendly”, “Vegans” , “Vegetarians” and “Vegan students” in company with e.g.           

“Stockholm”, “Uppsala” and “Sweden”, were words used for searches in order to            

find groups suiting the selection frame for the research. Five Facebook-groups were            

approached by the research which all were of a “closed” character, i.e. one had to be                

accepted of a group member to get access to forum. When accepted, posting an              

introduction of the researchers, the purpose of the thesis and the actual survey was              

enabled. The characteristics of the Facebook-groups enabled the members to choose           

whether or not to participate in the survey, much in line with the previously              

mentioned convenience sampling.  

 

The survey was distributed through a free online survey service named Google            

Forms. Google Forms allows the answers of the survey to be anonymous.            

Considering that the respondents for the interviews were contacted mainly via           

email-addresses collected from the survey, their willingness to participate was a           

necessity. To gain the respondents trusts, factors such as anonymity and the            

possibility to both receive and give feedback were vital.  
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4.4 Material  

 

Below the material used for composing the study is presented. A description of the              

material used for projecting Oatly is found, as well as the number of respondents in               

the research methods and their range and distribution of characteristics and           

variables.  

 

4.4.1 Material for Projecting Oatly  

 

When retrieving examples of Oatly’s communication efforts, the company’s website,          

social media channels and public annual reports have been used for information.            

This material was used for writing the background chapter of this study and to              

illustrate the company’s communication efforts in the survey.  

 

4.4.2 Respondents of the Survey  

 

The previously presented participator selection frame resulted in a respondent          

group of 346 people. 191 of the respondents were brought to the survey through              

their participation in vegan oriented groups on Facebook. The remaining          

respondents came from environmental and/or health-oriented groups on the same          

social media (Facebook).  

 

80% of the respondents are 34 years old or younger, and 80,3% identify as women.               

The median age of the survey respondents is 26 years. With a majority of              

respondents placed in a younger age group, the median rather than the survey mean              

was used for determining the age of a standard respondent.  

 

66,6% of the respondents live in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö or Uppsala, 26%            

live in a medium size town (with over 12 000 inhabitants) and 7,5% live in the                

countryside or a town with less than 12 000 inhabitants. 38 people, that is 11% of                
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the respondents, mis-read the survey question and answered with a nation (e.g.            

“Sweden” or “The Netherlands”). 

 

50,9% of the respondents are students and 37,3 are professionals. Others are either             

retired, seeking employment or not matching any of the offered occupational           

alternatives. 43,1% of the respondents, that is 159 people, keep a vegan diet. 23,1%              

are vegetarian, 9,2% pescetarian and 20,5% eat meat. The diet of the rest of the               

respondents did not match any of the offered alternatives.  

 

In conclusion, the standard respondent of the survey is a 26 year old female, vegan               

student living in a big city.  

 

Target group respondents 

 

An alternative group for analysis was formed from the full list of respondents, with              

all respondents matching the criteria for Oatly’s stated target group. 255 women            

under 45 were identified, 54,9% of which are students and 33,7% professionals. 58%             

of the target group respondents live in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö or Uppsala.            

40,8% keep a vegan diet, 26,3% are vegetarian and 20,8% eat meat. The median age               

for the target group respondents is 24 years, thus making the standard target group              

respondent a 24 year old woman studying in a big city while keeping a vegan diet.  

 

4.4.3 Interview Respondents  

 

As previously presented, the respondents in the conversational interviews were          

approached in two ways: through the online survey and by a principle of centrality.              

The search generated four respondents, one through the principle of centrality and            

three through the online survey which of three are women and one a man. Hence,               

the interview respondents offer similar gender representation statistics as the          

results from the survey.  
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The respondent approached by the principle of centrality is a 22 year old             

meat-eating female communication student. The respondent was approached due to          

her expertise in communication and interest in Oatly as a company. The respondent             

will be referred to as Respondent A. The remaining three respondets were approach             

by their survey participation. Respondent B is a 28 year old woman on parental leave               

who, just like Respondent A, eats meat. Respondent C is 21 year old female student               

and a lacto-ovo vegetarian . Respondent D is a 34 year old vegan man working in               65

the marketing industry. 

 

The four interview respondents were all within the considered age range of Oatly’s             

target group. However, the differences in their other demographic variables enabled           

potential variations in how the respondents perceived Oatly’s level of transparency           

in their communication, which fostered validity in the research.  

 

4.5 Realisation  

 

The following paragraphs present the construction of the survey and the interview 

guide, the distribution of the survey and the conduction of the interviews. The 

section concludes with a discussion on methodological implications such as the 

triangulation of a quantitative and a qualitative research method, the role of the 

researchers and aspects of validity, reliability and ethics.  

 

4.5.1 Constructing Questions for the Survey Research  

 

The one-dimensional nature of surveys demand well motivated, as well as           

formulated, questions. The lack of possibilities to change or add questions in            

retrospect called for thorough planning when constructing the questions for the           

survey. This may sound like simple logic, but it can be difficult when examining an               

ambiguous and multifaceted phenomenon like transparency. 

65 Definition; A person who does not eat meat, including bird or fish, but consume animalistic substances 
such as eggs and products containing dairy. 
http://www.vegetarism.se/vegetarism-och-vegetarian/lakto-ovo-vegetarian/  [2015-12-22] Lacto - ovo 
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The survey about Oatly consisted of 20 questions that were divided into four             

sections. The first part contained several demographic questions to enable a           

comparison of the results in order to detect whether there are connections between             

different variables. The remaining three parts focused on Oatly’s information          

communication, i.e. how the respondents perceive Oatly’s information about both          

their products and operational activities.  

  

An important aspect to consider during the formulation of the questions for a survey              

is to avoid expressions that may appear charged or directive. The aim with this              

survey was to measure the audience’s perceptions of Oatly’s transparency, not affect            

them. Consequently, charged terms were avoided.  

  

Turning to the logic of the survey’s set up, a red thread through the survey was                

necessary to decrease the risk of respondents dropping out before completing the            

survey. Considering the fact that some respondents do not know or have any             

opinion about Oatly’s communicative attempts to exercise transparent        

communication, a “do not know” alternative was offered to make each question            

answerable for all respondents. Further, in line with possible drop-outs, questions           

demanding a somewhat deeper knowledge about Oatly’s communication were not          

obligatory to answer. This implied a loss of answers to these particular questions. 

 

The response alternatives in the survey were presented in a visual ‘scale’ or ‘order’              

which differ from general practise. For example, positive responses such as “I            

understand it completely” were posted to the left side of a scale, while negative              

answers such as “I do not understand anything at all” were put to the right. This was                 

done to challenge the survey respondents and to make them continuously and            

thoroughly read the alternatives. Perhaps this little challenge caused unnecessary          

confusion, but it may also have contributed to answers that were well considered.  
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4.5.2 Distribution of the Survey and Processing the Collected Data  

 

As mentioned in the paragraphs concerning access, the survey was distributed on            

Facebook via Google Forms. The five Facebook-groups selected as platforms for the            

distribution of the survey was “Vegetarianer och veganer i Sverige” , “Uppsala           66

Veganer” , “Stockholm University Vegan Society” , “Alla vi som tänker på miljön”          67 68

 and “Miljövänligare vardagsliv” .  69 70

 

The survey was live during nine days, 1/12-9/12. The majority of the responses (187)              

were received during the first two days. Out of the nine days, seven were business               

days and two holidays.  

 

Having executed the process of distributing and collecting responses, the retrieved           

data was transferred into SPSS. SPSS is a computer software used for extracting             

statistical analyses from quantitative data. The SPSS software enabled a reliable way            

of investigating several variables from the data both compound and separately. For            

example, SPSS made it possible to study the statistics of the target group answers              

alone, as well as comparing it to the full group’s.  

  

4.5.3 Conducting Conversational Interviews  

 

The conversational interviews were led by an interview guide created beforehand.           

The content of the interview guide was mainly linked to the problem formulation of              

the research, but also to the questions discussed in the survey. The results of the               

survey study exposed certain trends which were included in the interview guide.   71

 

66 Vegans and Vegetarians in Sweden.  https://www.facebook.com/groups/840104332722635/  
67 Uppsala Vegans. https://www.facebook.com/groups/5580948639/  
68 Stockholm University Vegan Society. 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/stockholm.university.vegan.society/ 
69 All of us who thinks about the environment.  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/debaser2014/  
70 A environmentally friendlier daily life.  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/279469128757971/?notif_t=group_r2j_approved  
71Esaiasson, Gilljam, Oscarsson & Wängnerud (2012) Metodpraktikan - Konsten att studera samhälle, 
individ och marknad. 4th ed. Stockholm: Norstedts Juridik., p. 264 
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Even though most questions for the interviews were open in character, some            

guiding into specific (and relevant) issues was introduced to all of the respondents.             

One of these issues was that of the much debated palm-oil. The use of palm oil has                 

increased fast during the last decade as the food industry has started to substitute              

hardened fats with it. The use of palm oil is considered unethical by many. For               

example, The World Wildlife Fund is demanding that the production and use of             

palm-oil is limited to only certified and sustainable such. The issue is relevant to              72

the case of Oatly since the company uses the debated oil in many of their product.                

The topic was introduced during the interviews in order to make sure all interview              

respondents were aware of this information when answering other questions related           

to information sharing. 

 

Before conducting the actual interviews, a pilot interview was held. Pilot interviews            

are crucial in order to test question formulations and settings. It was also of              

importance for a pilot interview in order to see how long an interview might be. This                

way, an approximate time range for the interview was able to be suggested to the               

respondents before conducting the interviews. The individual interviewed during         

the pilot was to resemble the ‘actual’ research respondent.  

  

As mentioned earlier, the respondents for the interview were contacted via their            

email-addresses. The location of each interview was decided together with the           

respondent in order for him or her to feel comfortable, and in turn share valid               

information.  

 

Further, to foster comfort for the respondents, the interviews were held in Swedish.             

By holding the interviews in the native language of the respondents, they were             

allowed to be more deliberate and phrase their words more freely. Besides comfort             

for the respondents , holding the interviews in Swedish increased the researchers            

72 WWF Sweden (2015), Palmolja. 
http://www.wwf.se/vrt-arbete/ekologiska-fotavtryck/palmolja-soja-och-frndrade-marknader/1551360-p
almolja [2016-01-20] 
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opportunity to make a deep dive into the minds of the respondents and their              

perceptions of Oatly’s communication.  

 

The use of two different languages implied both a heavier transcription process and             

some implications with the the process of analysing, considering that the analysing            

model (which will be presented later in the study) was in English. The reliability of               

the analysis, however, was not questioned by this as the characteristics of the             

analysing model allowed for key passages from the interviews to be translated.  

 

The interviews each had a duration of 25 to 30 minutes and were all recorded. By                

recording the interviews, pressure on the live transcriptions was somewhat relieved.           

Additionally, the recording allowed for the exact formulations from the respondents           

to be kept rather than reproduced by the interviewer(s) which increased the            

reliability of the interview data.  

 

Both of the researchers were present during the interviews, with one asking the             

questions while the other took notes and handled the recording. Taking notes            

during the sessions filled eventual silences (which may have bothered nervous           

respondents) with activity. The researchers switched between being the one asking           

questions and the one taking notes between every interview for a equal workload             

during the collection of the material.  

 

The transcription of the collected material from the interviews was of intelligent            

character . That implies that all said in the interviews was transcribed, except            73

conversation type words with no addition to the value of the content e.g. “hm”,              

“eh”, “you know”.   74

  

73 Definition: Intelligent Transcription. 
http://www.etranscriptionjob.com/Transcription-types-and-formats.html [2015-12-25] 
74 Ibid.  
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4.5.3.1 Interviewer Influence and Reflexivity  

  

The responses given in conversational interviews are often subject to interviewer           

influence. Consequently, honest reflection and presentation of suspected links in          

responses and interviewer influence is a necessity for a objective research. 

  

The qualitative study of audience perception of transparency in the case of Oatly             

required reflexive interpretation. Reflexivity, in terms of researcher roles and          

conclusions drawn, is all about critically contemplating the background upon which           

one acts. How may personal and intellectual background have affected the           

conclusions drawn from the study or the interaction between researchers and           

respondents? The concept of reflexivity challenges decided frames of reference and           

invited the researchers to question what has yet been analysed (or rather not been              

analysed). There were four elements which together shaped the level of reflexivity            

made in this study: 

  

- Interaction with empirical material (e.g. statements or observations) 

- Interpretation of underlying meanings 

- Critical interpretation ( e.g. ideology and social reproduction) 

- Self-critical and linguistic reflection (e.g. selectivity and claims of 

authority). 

 

In relation to the problem definition and background of the thesis, a thorough study              

of both the concept of transparency and the company Oatly was made. A certain              

preunderstanding of the phenomenon was thereby acquired. Hence the importance          

of the open structure of the interview questions was a necessity in order for              

respondents to phrase their own thoughts. 
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4.6 Structure of Result Presentation and Analysis  

 

The ambiguity regarding the concept of transparency required a clear structure for            

processing the data collected in the survey and the conversational interviews. As            

mentioned in the theory chapter, communication scholar Rawlins’ four factor model           

will be central to the presenting of the results and the analysing process. The four               

categories of the model: Participation, Substantial information, Accountable        

and Secretive , along with their sub-categories, each constituted the research          

themes for both the result- and analysis chapter.  

 

Coding and comparing data 

 

The coding scheme was created with support from Rawlins’ (2009) four factor            

model. As the questions in both the survey and the conversational interviews were             

constructed with its theoretical definitions as their basis, the answers (i.e. the            

operational definitions) could in a reliable way be placed under the theme which             

sub-categories were a match.  

 

The study’s purpose and research questions were operationalised as the coding of            

the empirical data proceeded. How Oatly’s level of transparency is perceived by the             

audience became clearer as the results prompted some themes and sub-categories           

above others. Based on this it was possible to conduct a closer investigation of              

which key factors formed the audience’s perceptions.  

 

The presentation of the gathered results aimed to reach holisticity and present            

nuances. The results were therefore presented in various groupings. For example,           

comparisons between the full group of respondents and the target group           

respondents were made to illustrate if there was any differences in the results each              

group generated.  
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Statistical presentation and loss 

 

In order to answer to the study’s second research question (“Which are the key              

factors forming these [Oatly’s audience’s] perceptions?”), a grouping of the          

respondents was of relevance. This was done to enable a thorough investigation of             

whether certain demographic factors played a part in the audience’s perceptions of            

Oatly’s level of transparency in their communication. As mentioned above, a           

recurring grouping made in the diagrams in the presentation of the results is the              

one of the target group. The full group of respondents is kept intact (346 people),               

but it is complemented with an example group where the demographic variables            

“Women” and “Age 16-45” are fulfilled (255 out of the 346 people) in order to               

identify potential discrepancies.  

 

As a result of the grouping of the respondents, there are some differences in the               

percentage points’ head-representations in the groups. The amount of people in the            

groups are not equal, thereby implying that the groups percentage points does not             

represent the same amount of people. However, since the study’s aim is to highlight              

the proportion of the group’s answers rather than specific percentage points, it did             

not affect either the reliability of the statistics or the validity of the research              

negatively.  

 

The results of the empirical studies are presented in text, diagrams and word clouds.              

The statistic presentations are rounded off as decimals are superfluous in this study.             

Demographic groups that show exceptionally low base numbers (e.g. only 4 out of             

346 respondents are retired) are not represented in the comparisons between           

demographic groups. As low representation causes for limited grounds for          

generalisation, the groups are considered statistical loss in the comparisons.  

 

Presenting either survey- or interview results 

 

Another important aspect to note is that, in line with the demands for research              

relevance and validity, the result presentations highlight either both the survey and            
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the interview or results from one method alone. This is done as the two different               

research methods occasionally deal with different questions and consequently offer          

more or less thematically relevant results.  

 

When presenting results from specific survey questions, the question is manifested           

before the results from it (e.g Q1: Do you know what Oatly´s products consist of?).               

When results from the interviews are presented, it is marked with Interview Q:             

Thematic presentation of related results. 

 
Proving or disproving the hypotheses 
 

The seven hypotheses that were set in relation to the theories proved the             

connection between the theoretical framework and empirical data. By relating the           

hypotheses to the results of the research (i.e. by placing them under the relevant              

theme) a systematic declaration of either provement or disprovement was possible.           

In order to prove or disprove the set hypotheses, results that create a context is               

presented before the set hypotheses. This was done to help the reader understand             

why and how the researchers came to each conclusion. Consequently, results that at             

first glance seem different from the topic of a certain hypothesis may still be              

presented in relation to it, in order to create a context. 

 

4.7 Validity and Reliability  

 

Throughout the method chapter the concepts of validity and reliability have been            

discussed and reflected upon, and an achievement of both is a necessity in order for               

the study to be successful. Below, a short description of what these two concepts              

actually imply is displayed. The concepts will also be complemented with a            

somewhat summarised reflection of what measures have been made in order for the             

study to achieve them.  

 

Research validity is commonly measured through three factors: 1) coherence          

between theoretical definition and operational indicator, 2) the absence of          
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systematic wrongs and 3) measurement of what was originally said to be measured.             

The three categories can be labeled further with 1 and 2 covering concept validity,              

and 3 focusing on the result validity. If paired with high levels of reliability, high               

concept validity will bread high result validity. Naturally, result validity can be            

determined first after finishing the empirical studies in a research project.  75

 

In terms of concept validity, a concurrent triangular strategy was conducted in order             

to approach the research problem from different angles. Additionally, the selection           

frame for the respondents of the survey was formed from Oatly’s stated target             

group. Questions for both the survey and the interviews aimed to enable a             

connection between theoretical and operational definitions without steering the         

respondents opinions. Continuing, using SPSS and a solid analysis model decreased           

the risk of systematic wrongs. To foster validity, the presentation of the results was              

governed by relevance. Finally, reflexion was practised by the researchers          

throughout the study.  

 

A guideline for performing valid research is to describe results in an operational,             

rather than theoretical, manner. Followingly, the quality of these operational          

descriptions and measurements concerns the reliability of the study.   76

 

4.8 Further Ethical Dimensions  

  

The study’s interrogative focus on audience perceptions implied a dependence on           

participants commitment for a valid and reliable result. This brought the dimension            

of ethics into question. Ethics, in this case, involves the interactional aspects            

between the researchers and the participants during the process of the study. In             

order for the researchers to act ethically correct, the empirical studies followed the             

four ethical demands stated by the Swedish council of sciences : the demand for             77

75  Esaiasson, Gilljam, Oscarsson & Wängnerud (2012) Metodpraktikan  Konsten att studera samhälle, individ 
och marknad. 4th ed. Stockholm: Norstedts Juridik., p. 57 
76 Hjerm,Mikael; Lindgren, Simon; Nilsson, Marco (2014) Introduktion till samhällsvetenskaplig analys. 2 uppl. 
Malmö:Gleerup. p. 82 
77 Vetenskapsrådet 2002:12-14 
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information, the demand of consent, the demand for confidentiality and the           

demand for the utilising area. 

  

The demand of information regards the participants right to receive all           

information concerning the purpose of the study. In this study, the purpose was             

described in the beginning of the survey and orally when performing the interviews.             

This gave the participants an understanding of the study and the opportunity to             

reflect whether they wanted to participate in it. This answered to the demand of              

consent. The participants had a right to choose whether they wanted to participate             

or not, as well as backing out after their completed interview. 

  

Anonymity is the third demand which indicated that personal information about           

the participants was not to be exposed in the study. Therefore, when referring to the               

participants, aliases is used throughout the result presentation (e.g. Respondent A           

and Respondent B). Further, the demand for the utilising area implies that            

collected information, both of personal and empirical character, is to be used only             

for the purpose of the study. In line with this, it is of importance to clarify that this                  

study was created independently. It did not receive any sort of sponsorship from             

Oatly. Rather, this study is a product by- and for the academic field of strategic               

communication.  
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5. Results  

 

The structure of the presentation follows Rawlins’ (2009) four factor model. Thus,            

results are presented under 1) Participation, 2) Substantial information, 3)          

Accountable and 4) Secretive. Under each theme the key concepts associated with            

it are found, in order to refresh the reader’s understanding of each theme. In              

relation to the presented results, the hypotheses which connect to the topic are             

presented. Each hypothesis is either “proved”, “disproved” or “unsettled”, and the           

motivation for it is presented as a summary of the results from which it is drawn.  

 

5.1 Theme 1: Participation  

“Detailed, ask opinion, understand me, find information, feedback, involves me” 

 

The first theme in Rawlins’ (2009) four factor model, Participation, reveals results            

which involve factors concerning the audience’s perceptions of being understood,          

involved, asked of their opinion and thus, of their feedback. Results concerning the             

level of perceived details in the information given and whether the information is             

easily found are other central topics of the theme.  

 

Interview Q:  Thematic presentation of related results 

 

Clear target group 

 

The conversational interviews held showed that the respondents all shared a clear            

perception of Oatly’s target group as an “aware” group of young people. “Aware”             

was defined in different ways, but the respondent shared a perceptions of it covering              

both environmental, ethical and social aspects. Expressed in various ways, the           

respondents spoke of the obvious attempts of Oatly trying (and succeeding) to            

communicate specifically with their target group. All respondents also commented          

on Oatly’s communication as suiting of the target group, here illustrated by one of              

the respondents: 
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“It might be a prejudice, but perhaps vegans and others fitting Oatly’s target group              

are more of an alternative group that appreciates a more creative kind of marketing”  

- Respondent C 

 

Social Media Presence 

 

Continuing on the theme of social patterns among vegans and others fitting Oatly’s             

target group, three of the four respondents commented on how they received much             

of their gained information about Oatly through social media feeds were friends and             

others in their networks would post news about the company. The general            

perception among the interview respondents was that Oatly had a strong and fun             

presence in social media and that the posts frequently appeared in their newsfeeds. 

 

“I don’t follow them [Oatly: ed’s note] on Facebook personally, but as most of my               

friends do I get their posts in my feed anyway. They’re mostly fun, so I like it!” -                  

Respondent A 

 

Engaging marketing 

 

Continuing on the topic of marketing, the material (and especially the product            

packaging) was commented on by the interview respondents as “cool” , “fresh”,            

“neat” and “funny”. The aspect of humour proved important in all of the             

respondents take on Oatly’s sharing of information, and also in the choice of the              

products to begin with.  

 

“Some of the information on the products is completely worthless, but it makes me              

happy. I feel special, even if the information itself isn’t” - Respondent C 

 

The respondents also asserted a great availability and forthcomingness among Oatly           

employees and managers. The interview respondents commented on Oatly         

appealing to their audience through their product packaging asking them to contact            
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them if they need more information, explaining it as a way of engaging their              

consumers.  

 

“Their [Oatly’s: ed’s note] CEO does not feel like that “unreachable corporate boss”.             

Instead, it feels like if we [the audience: ed’s note] are on the same level” 

- Respondent C 

 

Adapting to targets  

 

As the respondents expressed their perception of Oatly as aware of their target             

group, a clear trend of them also finding the company as adapting to current              

corporate communication practice of sharing information in order to earn their           

audience’s trust was identified among the interview respondents. All of the           

respondents commented on the fact that people today, and Oatly’s target group in             

particular, search for information about services and products which they consume.  

 

“I think that people today have a thirst for knowledge. We want to know the things                

we do not know. It may well be that you do not understand the information given,                

but one should still be able to find it” - Respondent B 

 

In contrast to the inquisitive statement above, after coding the respondents answers            

it became clear that it was Oatly’s humoristic and graphically appealing           

communication that brought them to read the information. This indicates that it            

was not the audience’s active search for information but rather Oatly’s way of             

offering it that lead to the audience receiving it. It also became evident that              

information often was received through social media feeds or advertisements, thus           

showing that information was given  rather than sought.  
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H1. The audience demands a lot of information from Oatly.  

[Unsettled] With the interview subjects showing both indications of information          

thirst and elements of convenient receival of information, the hypothesis can not            

be either proven or disproven.  

 

 

5.2 Theme 2: Substantial Information  

“Accurate, timely, complete, reliable, comparable, understandable, relevant” 

 

The second theme s is that of substantial information. The theme covers, as             

presented in Rawlins’ model, results which deal with factors regarding the Oatly’s            

accuracy, completeness, reliability, comparability, understandability, relevance and       

timely communication.  

 

5.2.1 General Information 

 

Q7:  How do you perceive Oatly's information? 

 

 

 

Figure 1. How do you perceive Oatly’s information?  

 

51% of all the survey respondents perceives Oatly’s information as reliable (1).            

31% answered number two on the scale followed by 12% number three. Thus, a clear               
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majority (96%) have a perception of Oatly’s given information as reliable (or close to              

it) answering between 1-3 on a scale to 5. 53% of the target group respondents in                

the survey perceives Oatly’s information fully reliable, answering 1 on the scale            

from 1-5. 33% perceives the company’s information as a 2 on the same scale, 10% as                

a 3. To conclude, 96% of the target group respondents find Oatly’s information to be               

average or above when asked of the company’s information reliability.  

 

Only a small group of people of both the full- and target group respondents              

answered below average (4-5 on the scale), and in order for those answers to be               

considered reliable the amount of respondent should preferably be bigger.  

 

→ In conclusion, the survey respondents who fit Oatly’s target group perceives the             

company’s information as slightly more reliable than the general respondent.  

 

Q8 How important do you think it is to have information about the content and               

production?  

 

 

 

Figure 2. How important do you think it is to have information about the content               

and production of products?  

 

When asked about the importance of content and production information, a number            

of 275 respondents in the survey (80% of the full group of respondents) think it is                

important to have information about product content and production about Oatly’s           

products. 15% answered number two on the scale, thus, still finding it of             
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importance. 83% of the target group respondents find it important to have            

information about the production and content of products. 12 percent answered the            

question with a 2, thus still finding it important. As only a small group of people of                 

both the full- and target group respondents answered between 3-5, the amount of             

answers should preferably be bigger in order for them to be considered reliable. 

 

→ In conclusion, a very evident majority of the survey respondents find it important to               

have information about the content and production of Oatly’s products.  

 

Q9 To what extent do you feel that you have all the information that you need                

about Oatly’s products? 

 

 

 

Figure 3. To what extent do you feel that you have all the information that you                

need about Oatly’s products?  

 

When asked if the information the survey respondents have about Oatly’s products            

is sufficient, a total of 127 respondents, making it 37% of the full respondent              

group, feel that they have all information they need. 42% answered 2 on the scale,               

thus, not completely sure. 17% answered with a 3. 

 

99 out of the 255 respondent matching Oatly’s target group , that is 40%, feel that               

they have all the information they need about the company’s products. 42%            
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answered the question with a 2 and 16% with a 3. Too few of the respondents                

answered between 4-5 in order for the amount of answers to be considered reliable. 

 

→ In conclusion, most survey respondents feel that they have close to all the information               

that they need about Oatly’s products. The target group respondents are slightly more             

content with their amount of information.  

 

Interview Q Thematic presentation of related results 

 

Accessible Strategy 

 

All of the interview respondents commented on, as presented under Participation,           

Oatly’s information as being clear and accessible (at least for those fitting the             

company’s target group). Continuing, the respondents were not unanimous in their           

perception of the amount of information shared. However, they all showed respect            

for what and how information was shared. The respondents spoke, in various ways,             

of the information accessibility as part of the overall communication strategy.           

Interview respondent A summarised it:  

 

“They [Oatly: ed’s note] know what they are talking about and they have nothing to 

hide.” - Respondent A 

 

 

H2. The audience considers the level of accessibility in Oatly’s communication to            

prove the company’s endeavor to be an open organisation  

[Proved] Both the survey- and interview results show a tendency of the audience             

finding Oatly’s information accessible. In the interviews, links were drawn to the            

accessibility being a part of the company’s communication strategy; to be an open             

organisation. 
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5.2.2 Perceived Detailed Information  

 
Important to note is that the result from the survey doesn’t ensure the respondents              

actual knowledge about Oatly’s product content or production process. Rather, since           

this study’s aim lies in capturing the audience’s perception and not their actual             

knowledge, the results show the respondents perceived knowledge. 

 

Q1: Do you know what Oatly´s products consist of?  

Q2: If yes, How did you get that information? 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Where did you get information about Oatly’s product content?  

 

96% of all the survey respondents state that they know what Oatly’s products             

consist of. Of the full respondent group, 84 %, that is 289 people, get their               

information about Oatly’s product contents from the product packaging. 86 % of the             

target group respondents, that is 218 people, get their information about Oatly’s            

product contents from the product packaging. The amount of people responding           

with the other alternative sources of information (Oatly’s webiste, media, friends           

and other) was low in count, and in order for them to be considered fully reliable the                 

groups should preferably have been bigger.  

 

→ In conclusion, a definite majority of the survey respondents get their information             

about Oatly’s products’ content through its packaging.  
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Results sorted after diet 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Where did you get information about Oatly’s product content?  

 

A detailed analysis of the results based on the variable of diet was initiated in order                

to detect eventual discrepancies among the different groups participating in the           

survey. However, as illustrated in the graph above the trends are obvious, and a too               

detailed presentation appears superfluous and not relevant for the study. The           

absolute majority of respondents, no matter what their diet is, marked product            

packaging as their main source of product content information.  

 

→ In conclusion, no matter what the survey respondent’s diet is, the main source of               

product content information is Oatly’s product packaging.  
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Q3: Do you know how Oatly’s products are made?  

Q4:  If yes, How did you get that information?  

 

 

 

Figure 6. Where did you get information about Oatly’s production?  

 

37% of all the survey respondents claim to know how Oatly’s products are made.              

22% of the full group of respondents answered that product packaging was their             

main source of information about Oatly’s production. 17% answered Oatly’s website           

and 12% answered “other”. 36% of all the target group respondents in the survey              

state that they know how Oatly’s products are made. 24% answered that product             

packaging was their main source of information about the production. 12%           

answered Oatly’s website. 14% of the target group respondents answered “other”.           

Media and friends did not prove to be very common sources of information among              

the respondents, and as with all quantitative research it would be preferable to have              

a bigger representation for reliability.  

 

→ In conclusion, most survey respondents get their information about Oatly’s           

production from the product packaging. A significant share of the respondents find their             

information about the production from other sources than those listed in the survey.  
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Results sorted after diet 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Where did you get information about Oatly’s production?  

 

Just like when presenting the results of the question regarding product content, a             

detailed analysis of the results based on the variable of diet was initiated in order to                

detect eventual discrepancies among the different groups. As the graph illustrates           

there are both similarities and differences between the diet groups. Product           

packaging is the majority source of information about production among all groups            

except the pescetarians (which in turn is a small group, implying that the reliability              

of their results is questionable). Oatly’s website gained a significant amount of the             

respondents answers, and so did information sources not listed in the survey. 

 

→ In conclusion, vegans is the group with the highest percentage of the survey              

respondents perceiving they know about the production of Oatly’s products. Most of the             

respondents get their information from product packaging.  
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Q5: This is a (Swedish) description of Oatly's production chain. To what extent do              

you understand it? 

 

 

Figure 8. This is a description of Oatly’s production chain. To what extent do you               

understand it?  

 

The survey respondents were showed an image of Oatly’s production chain and were             

then asked to answer on a scale of 1-5 with 1 being “I understand it completely” and                 

5 “I do not understand anything”. 36% of all the respondents answered that they              

understand it completely. 33% answered 2, thus, almost understanding it          

completely. 17% answered 3 on the scale. 87% of the respondents answered 1-3 and              

the mean response was 2,104. As shown in the graph, only a slight difference was               

noted in the responses given by target group respondents in the survey. 37% of              

the target group respondents answered that they understand it completely. This is            

followed by 35% that answered 2, thus almost understanding it completely. 15%            

answered 3 on the scale. 87% of the respondents answered 1-3 and the mean              

response was 2,086. Few respondents marked their understanding as 4 and 5, and as              

a reliable representation should preferably offer a larger headcount the answers           

should be read with an understanding of their modest representation. 

  

→ In conclusion, the mean level of understanding is high concerning Oatly’s image             

describing the production chain among all of the survey respondents.  
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Results sorted after diet 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. This is a description of Oatly’s production chain. To what extent do you               

understand it?  

 

The detailed presentation based on the diet variable displayed results where a            

majority of the respondents answered 1-3 on the scale, thus understanding Oatly’s            

description either completely, almost completely or to a basic level. The vegan            

respondents were slightly more represented among those perceiving to understand          

the production chain completely than the others.  

 

→ In conclusion, respondents who keep a vegan diet seem to understand the production              

chain in the furthest extent.  

 

5.2.2.1 Further Detailed Results  

 
Conducting a further result presentation sorted by dependent variables such as           

knowledge of content, knowledge of production and understanding of production          

chain show interesting variations depending on group asked. As the percentage           

representation is naturally lower in the smaller demographic groups, it is important            

to reflect on the amount of people in each group while reading the results. 
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Results sorted by location 

 

 

 

Figure 10. This is a (Swedish) description of Oatly’s production chain. To what             

extent do you understand it? Answers sorted after location.  

 

Out of the 205 survey respondents living in Stockholm, Göteborg, Malmö or            

Uppsala (L1), 96% know what Oatly’s products consists of. 35% also know how they              

are made, 39% are not sure and 26% do not know how the products are made. 35,1%                 

of the L1 respondents understand the description of Oatly’s production chain           

completely, 33% answered 2 and 21% answered 3. Consequently, 88% answered 1-3            

with 1 being “I understand it completely” and 5 being “I do not understand              

anything”.  

 

Out of the 80 survey respondents living in a medium size town (L2), 96% know               

what Oatly’s product consists of. 45% also know how they are made, 40% are not               

sure and 15% do not know how the products are made. 40% of the L2 respondents                

understand the description of Oatly’s production chain completely, 34% answered 2           

and 13% answered 3. Consequently, 86% answered 1-3 with 1 being “I understand it              

completely” and 5 being “I do not understand anything”.  

 

Out of the 23 survey respondents living on the countryside or small town (L3),              

91% know what Oatly’s product consists of. 26% also know how they are made, 39%               

are not sure and 35% do not know how the products are made. 26% of the L3                 
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respondents understand the description of Oatly’s production chain completety,         

35% said 2 and 17% said 3. Consequently, 78% answered 1-3 with 1 being “I               

understand it completely” and 5 being “I do not understand anything”.  

 

→ In conclusion, survey respondents living in Stockholm, Göteborg, Malmö or Uppsala            

have a generally higher level of understanding of the production chain description. 

 
Results sorted by occupation 

 
 

 
 
Figure 11. This is a Swedish description of Oatly’s production chain. To what extent 

do you understand it? Answers sorted after occupation. 

 

Out of the 176 respondents who are students, 94% know what Oatly’s product             

consists of. 36% also know how they are made, 43% are not sure and 21% do not                 

know how the products are made. 32% of the O1 respondents understand the             

description of Oatly’s production chain completely (1), 40 % answered 2 and 20%             

ansered 3. Consequently, 90% answered 1-3.  

 

Out of the 14 survey respondents who are job-seekers, 100% know what Oatly’s             

product consists of. 29% also know how they are made, 50% are not sure and 21% do                 

not know how the products are made. 64% of the O2 respondents understand the              

description of Oatly’s production chain completely, 7% answered 2 and 29%           

answered 3. Consequently, 100% answered 1-3. 
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Out of the 129 respondents who are professionals , 97% know what Oatly’s product             

consists of. 38% also know how they are made, 33% are not sure and 30% do not                 

know how the products are made. 38% of the O3 respondents understand the             

description of Oatly’s production chain completely, 27% answered 2 and 16%           

answered 3. Consequently, 81% answered 1-3.  

 

Out of the 23 survey respondents who’s occupation was none of the above, 96%              

know what Oatly’s product consists of. 39% also know how they are made, 48% are               

not sure and 13% do not know how the products are made. 48% of the O5                

respondents understand the description of Oatly’s production chain completely,         

30% answered 2 and 13% answered 3. Consequently, 91% answered 1-3. 4%            

answered 4 and 4% (again) does not understand anything at all (5).  

 

As only 4 respondents are retired, the percentages of their results are neither very              

relevant nor reliable for the study’s objective.  

 

→ In conclusion, and when focusing on the two main groups (students and             

professionals),  there is a slightly higher level of understanding among the professionals.  

 

Interview Q Thematic presentation of related results 

 

Information on a basic level  

 

All the respondents of the conversational interviews who had seen Oatly’s           

illustration of their production chain described is being on a “basic level”. The             

respondents also perceived themselves to have a somewhat understanding of the           

production process, but said that they had not made any efforts to dig for a deeper                

understanding.  

 

“They [Oatly: ed’s note] have the production chain beautifully illustrated. But it’s            

obviously for the consumers, so it is not that advanced.” - Respondent D  
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Simplified information  

 

Oatly’s information about the production process is perceived as simplified by the            

respondents. This was not seen as something negative, but on the contrary an             

appreciation of the simplified information was expressed among some of the           

respondents.  

 

“I am a bit lazy I guess, so I appreciate that it [Oatly’s information about their                

production: ed’s note] is a bit polished and sort of served to me. Should I get more                 

interested, well then I might make a deep dive by myself .” - Respondent D 

 

The actual production process is also perceived to be quite easy and not involving              

too many dimensions.  

 

“ I think that the production process for the oat milk is relatively simple with pretty                

few steps” - Respondent C 

 

Limited understanding of production  

 

The results indicate that the limited knowledge the interview respondents have           

about Oatly’s production process solemnly involves the production of the oat-milk.           

A queote from Respondent C illustrates what all the respondents shared: 

 

“I have no idea of how they [Oatly: ed’s note] produce any of the other products, I                 

have only studied the production of oat milk.” - Respondent C 
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H3. The audience has a sufficient amount of information about various parts of             

Oatly’s work. 

[Disproved] As presented in the results from both the survey and the interviews,             

the respondents - and especially those fitting Oatly’s target group - generally            

consider themselves to have a lot of information about various dimensions of            

Oatly. However, a closer look shows a discrepancy to the actual level of             

information. 

 

 

5.3 Theme 3: Accountable  

“Admits mistakes, balanced, compare to industry, open to criticism, forthcoming” 

 

Accountable, the third theme of Rawlins’ (2009) model, concerns aspects of Oatly’s            

perceived answerability. Data with references to Oatly’s perceived forthcomingness,         

their openness to criticism, their admittance to made mistakes, their comparison to            

the industry and the balance in their communication is displayed below.  

 

5.3.1 Oatly Compared to Similar Companies  

 

Q6: How do you consider Oatly's information about their products, compared to            

similar companies?  

 

 

Figure 12. How do you consider Oatly’s information about their products,           

compared to similar companies? 
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Respondents marked their answer on a scale from 1-5, with 1 being “clear” and 5               

“unclear”. 54% of the full respondent group in the survey consider Oatly’s            

information about their products is clear (1) compared to similar companies. 30%            

answered 2 and 12% 3 making answers of 1-3 on the scale a clear majority of 97%.                 

56% of the target group respondents (women under 45) consider Oatly’s           

information to be clear compared to similar companies, answering 1 on a scale of              

1-5. A clear majority answered 1 and 2 (86%). Only a few respondents marked their               

understanding as 4 and 5, and as a reliable representation should preferably offer a              

larger headcount the results need to be read with an understanding of their modest              

representation among the respondents.  

 

→ In conclusion, all of the survey respondents find Oatly to be very clear in their                

information communication compared to similar companies.  

 

Interview Q Thematic presentation of related results 

 

Forthcoming information  

 

One of the key themes identified in the interviews was that regarding accessibility of              

information and how Oatly, as presented under the theme of participation, serves            

their audience with information they may want.  

 

“If one were to wonder what they are doing and how it is done, I think that Oatly has                   

made the information about their production chain understandable - at least on a             

basic level.” - Respondent B 

 

“Not that kind of company” 

 

The interview respondents commented on how Oatly is honest about there being            

both positive and negative aspects of their products (with a majority of positive, that              

is). The respondents commented on Oatly as “clear” and “true” when presenting the             

more negative facts of the products.  
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“I have perceived the information [about Oatly’s products: ed’s note] to be very clear              

regarding what is good with the products, that it is better and healthier for humans               

etc., but also what is not so good with them.” - Respondent D 

 

The results also showed a shared perception among the respondents of Oatly as a              

company that aims to act in an honest manner.  

 

“I don’t believe Oatly is the kind of company that has an ambition to use ‘bad’ palm                 

oil. I would think that they strive to replace it or at least make sure that it’s a                  

sustainable production” - Respondent C 

 

 

H4. The audience trust Oatly to give them both positive and negative information             

about their operations 

[Proved] The respondents trust Oatly to give them accurate information, no matter            

its positive or negative portraits of the own company. The respondents have a             

perception of Oatly’s communication as clear and honest.  

 

 

5.3.2 Communication Tone  

 

Interview Q Thematic presentation of related results 

 

A clear and honest relationship 

 

The word cloud on p.70 illustrates the survey respondents’ given keywords           

describing the style of Oatly’s communication. “Clear” was used by all of the             

respondents, often presented with the company’s product packaging and         

information presentation as motivation. 
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Figure 13.  
How would you describe 

Oatly’s communication 

style?  

 

 

All of the interview respondents commented on their relationship to the brand Oatly             

using words such as “warm”, and they noted it as “just different” from the relation               

they keep to the company’s competitors (e.g Alpro, Ica and GoGreen). There were             

three main themes which motivated the respondents in their emotional bond to the             

company: the visual appearance of the products, the use of humour and the simple              

nature of information shared. Again, the word “honest” is of essence.  

 

“I think that doing the kind of stuff [communication activities: ed’s note] that Oatly              

does is important - it makes them feel like a relatable company, and that makes me                

more inclined to support them instead [rather than their competitors: ed’s note]” -             

Respondent C 

 

Oatly is also perceived as more personal than similar companies. The respondents            

feel as they know the people behind the brand, the CEO of the company in               

particular.  

 

“They [Oatly: ed’s note] are very personal, the CEO is not the usual “corporate type”               

but rather very nice and gentle” - Respondent D 

 

 

H5.  The audience relates emotionally to the communication brought out by Oatly 

[Proved] Both the interview- and survey respondents find information carried out           

by Oatly as clear, and put in contrast to other similar brands that factor seems to                

make them relate emotionally to Oatly.  
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5.4 Theme 4: Secretive  

“Withholds information, blames others, information unclear, slow to inform” 

 

Under the theme of Secretive, the final results are presented. The following            

paragraphs show data regarding objective and balanced reporting and discussions          

on whether the information is truthful and clear.  

 

5.4.1 Company Vision  

 

Q12: Are you aware of Oatly's vision as a company? 

 

There was a majority who was not aware of Oatly’s vision as a company. However,               

41% of all the respondents in the survey consider themselves to know Oatly’s             

company vision. 42% of the target group respondents consider themselves to           

know Oatly’s company vision.  

 

Q13:  If yes, how would you describe it?  

 

A random 10% sampling from the survey data of the respondents aware of Oatly’s              

company vision showed clear trends in the respondent’s perceptions of it, all            

presented in the word clouds below. 

 

 

Figure 14 & 15. How would you describe Oatly’s vision? 

 

→ Among those who are aware of Oatly’s vision, the general perception is perceived as a                

wish to offer a sustainable alternative to cow milk (and to make a profit).  
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H6.  The audience is aware of Oatly’s vision to help the planet 

[Unsettled] The survey shows a discrepancy between the respondents stated- and           

actual knowledge of Oatly’s company vision. Close to half of the respondents stated             

that they were aware of the vision, however only a few described it correctly. 

 

 

5.4.2 Information About Cow Milk  

 

Q10: How do you perceive Oatly's information about cow milk? 

 

 

 

Figure 16. How do you perceive Oatly’s information about cow milk?  

 

65% of all the survey respondents perceive Oatly’s information about cow milk fully             

reliable. On a scale of 1-5, where 1 equals reliable and 5 unreliable, 91% finds the                

company’s information about cow milk to be a 3 or less.  

 

Women find it slightly more reliable than men with a marked mean of 1,64 

(compared to the men’s 1,818).  
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Q11:  Did you know that Oatly has been in a legal battle with Svensk Mjölkindustri 

(the Swedish Dairy Association)? 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Did you know that Oatly has been in a legal battle with the Swedish                

Dairy Association? 

 

97% of all the survey respondents know that Oatly has been in a legal battle with the                 

Swedish Dairy Association. 100% of the male respondents knew about it, and 96% of              

the women.  

 

Interview Q Thematic presentation of related results 

 

Helpful information sharing 

 

Among the interview respondents, the general comments on Oatly’s legal battle           

with the Swedish Dairy Association were of positive character. First and foremost,            

all of the respondents believed that the outcome of the battle was incorrect with              

Respondent B noting that “it is sad for the world at large that such a good company                 

gets punished”. Secondly, all of the respondents considered that Oatly’s actions           

during the legal battle (e.g. their sharing of court documents through social media             

and live-updates from the courtroom) fell well in line with the company’s overall             

communication. When asked about the intentions of the oat loving company when            
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sharing the legal documents (which incidentally was commented on as “unusual”,           

“transparent” and “cool”), all of the respondents portrayed Oatly as a democratic            

player:  

 

“Perhaps they shared it[the legal information: ed’ note] in order for people to form              

their own opinion about the situation” - Respondent C 

 

Not all information is clear and accessible  

 

The majority of the respondents of the conversational interviews were aware of            

Oatly’s use of palm oil in some of their products, however, the majority of the               

respondents also perceived Oatly to not be clear with that information. Rather, they             

had to actively search for it.  

 

“They [Oatly: ed’s note] are not that clear with that [the use of palm oil: ed’s note]                 

information. I found that information on their [Oatly’s: ed’s note] webpage. That            

[palm oil: ed’s note] is not something that I have been able to understand when               

reading the list of contents on their products in the convenience store, and I              

consider that a little problematic. “ - Respondent B 

 

… But no one is perfect 

 

Despite the major perception among the respondents of Oatly being unclear with            

the information about their use of palm oil in some of their products, an              

understanding of Oatly’s actions were expressed by the interview respondents.  

 

“ Well, no one brags about that [using palm oil in products: ed’s note]. That would                

have been a slightly counterproductive strategy” - Respondent A 

 

Besides understanding, the results showed the respondent’s trust in Oatly to inform            

them of relevant issues. The respondents trusted Oatly’s motivation for their use of             
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palm oil once they found it on their webpage and felt assured that Oatly were using                

it [palm oil] for a good reason (and that they handled it in a responsible way).  

 

“ But, I think that Oatly is clear with their statement that the palm oil they use is                  

made in a sustainable way” - Respondent D 

 

 

H7: The audience trusts that Oatly only shares valid information in order to help              

the planet 

[Proved] Combined with previous results showing the respondent’s trust for Oatly’s           

information, the faith the same group put in that the company only delivers valid              

information concerning other topics than their own business and products in order            

to help the planet is evident.  
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6. Analysis  

 

6.1 Theme 1: Participation  

 

Speaking for the “aware generation” 

 

As found in the empirical results, Oatly’s communication is clearly perceived as            

targeted to their expected audience. The perception was also that they did so with              

practitioner expertise (“[Oatly’s CEO] does not feel like that “unreachable corporate           

boss”). Here one may identify connections to Mayer et al.’s (1995) factor of ability.              

The respondents trust Oatly to know their target group and how to approach it.  

 

The respondents’ comments on Oatly’s segmentation could be said to be           

constituting of the company’s communication. The hypothesis of the audience          

demanding a lot of information from Oatly was neither proven or disproven. As             

presented, the results showed the interview subjects giving both indications of           

information thirst and elements of convenient receival of information. This          

convenience condition could be regarded as constituting of a segmented form of            

participation. Those invited to enjoy Rawlins’ (2009) demands for Participation          

(“Detailed, ask opinion, understand me, find information, feedback, involves me”)          

in full scale are not just anyone - they are the chosen target group of Oatly, and they                  

seemingly feel involved in a discourse where Oatly speaks for them and for a better               

society. 

 

Going further into the discussion and reflection of the above mentioned unsettled            

hypothesis and Oatly’s possible convenience condition in their displaying of          

information, one may draw certain connections to Stasavage’s (2003) concept of           

organisational exposure. By displaying and sending out a rich amount of           

information, Oatly both understands and answers to their target group’s supposed           

thirst for information and invite them to hold the company accountable for its             

actions. Thus acting in a seemingly ethical manner. As Mayer et al. (1995) similarly              
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state with their benevolence factor, Oatly may have fostered trust towards the            

company among their target group by exposing the organisation and opening up for             

feedback, and thereby lessened the group’s demand for information.  

 

Embracing and understanding product packages  

 

When reflecting over Oatly’s identification and understanding of their target group,  

another recurring factor is the company’s product packaging. The results of the            

empirical studies show an obvious appreciation of the “neat”, “fresh” and “funny”            

information Oatly shares on their products. The communication seems to have an            

instant emotional effect on the respondents (“Some of the information on the            

products is completely worthless, but it makes me happy. I feel special, even if the               

information itself isn’t”). Besides an understanding of humor, Oatly displays contact           

information on their packages, urging the consumers to contact them if they have             

any wonders. By doing so they fulfill the demands of Rawlins’ (2009) theme of              

participation ( “involves me”, “ask opinion”, “feedback”, “find information” and as           

reflected above “understand me”).  

 

6.2 Theme 2: Substantial Information  

 

Successful branding or true transparency? 

 

With many respondents marking product packaging as origin of their knowledge and            

understanding of the company’s information, one could question if the perceived           

transparency should be linked to the recently carried out re-branding rather than to             

genuine organisational transparency efforts . The results from the survey regarding           

the actual understanding (e.g. understanding of the production chain-image or          

knowledge of production) were significantly lower than the stated product content           

knowledge, thus whispering of trends in what information the audience are given or             

understands. 
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Identified in the results from the conversational interviews was also a difference in             

respondents perceived knowledge and actual knowledge. Here, the respondents         

perceived themselves to have a basic knowledge about Oatly’s production process.           

However, further results showed that the knowledge they all had were limited to             

parts of the production of oat-milk (which only is one of Oatly’s products). 

 

Segmented invitation to understanding 

 

Transparency is, as described in this essay and many others, often defined through             

understanding. At a first glance, one could argue that since most respondents (of             

both the survey and the interviews) mark their own understanding of Oatly’s            

information as high, the company’s level of transparency is high. However, when            

looking at the detailed results regarding the same issues, there are clear trends in              

who  receives and understands the information.  

 

A clear majority find it important to have information about the content and             

production of Oatly’s products. Most respondents feel that they have close to all the              

information that they need about Oatly’s products, with the target group           

respondents acting slightly more content with their amount of information. The           

same group perceives the company’s information as slightly more reliable than the            

general respondent (“[Oatly] knows what they are talking about and they have            

nothing to hide”). However, in order to fulfill the requirements of being a             

transparent organisation, it is not just the chosen target group that should            

understand and rely on the given information. As found in Rawlins’ (2009)            

guidelines, the involvement is to include the total group for Oatly to be considered              

transparent.  

 

Vegans make up the group with the highest levels of marked understanding of the              

production chain, and respondents living in Stockholm, Malmö or Uppsala have a            

generally higher understanding of the same issue. The hypothesis of the audience            

considering the level of accessibility in Oatly’s communication to prove the           

company’s endeavor to be an open organisation may have been considered proven            
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in the above result-chapter, but a relevant question to ask is which group’s answers              

led to that conclusion.  

 

“Buy us to know us”  

 

Both the survey and interview results showed a tendency of the audience finding             

Oatly’s information accessible, but the majority source of the collected information           

is product packaging. This result was gained from all respondents - no matter which              

diet one kept. This indicates that in order to gain information about Oatly, one              

would have to buy the company’s products (or spend a lot of time at the               

supermarket). 

 

The target group understood Oatly’s production chain in a slightly larger extent            

when compared to the entire respondent group. Further, vegans made up the group             

with the highest percentage of respondents knowing about the production of Oatly’s            

products. As a majority of the respondents received their information from product            

packaging and the group that understands the information in furthest extent is the             

target group (and especially vegans), could one argue that in order to fully gain              

access to (and understand) the information shared by Oatly, one needs to belong to              

the company’s target group and consume the product (packagings)?  

 

Another aspect could be that Oatly, in reference to their stated profiling towards             

“aware people”, expects their audience to have a certain pre-knowledge and thus do             

not make sure that anyone can understand the information given. Either way, it is of               

relevance to question if the information is transparent if it is neither accessible or              

understandable for everyone involved in Oatly’s audience. In relation to Rawlins’           

(2009) four factor model, categories such as “understandable”, “comparable” and          

“complete” are not met. Thus theoretically resulting in a low score in substantial             

information. As been noted, there is a difference between perceived and actual            

knowledge and understanding in the empirical results.  
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6.3 Theme 3: Accountable  

 

A trustworthy company 

 

The results show how a very evident majority find it important to have information              

about the content and production of Oatly’s products. The respondents who fit            

Oatly’s target group turned out to perceive the company’s information as slightly            

more reliable than the general respondent (who in turn also find the company’s             

information reliable). The audience obviously relate to the Oatly brand, and the            

hypothesis suggesting it was accordingly considered proven. But what factors          

contributed to this stated relatability? The description of Oatly as “not the kind of              

company” regarding negative aspects of the operations is interesting. What made           

the interview respondent believe that?  

 

No peek-a-boo  

 

Oatly’s information about their product’s contents was proven to be much           

appreciated by the respondents in the conversational interviews. That is, that the            

company presents both what is good with the products and what is not so good with                

them. The fact that Oatly doesn’t exercise an absolute appraisal of their products             

seemed to foster a perception of Oatly as accountable. As they are honest and              

admits their mistakes, they follow Rawlins’ (2009) guidelines. Oatly shows that they            

are not perfect (although they aim to be great), and the respondents show that to be                

a factor they can relate to.  

 

Familiar people behind the brand  

 

During the conversational interviews, a perceived familiarity to the people behind           

Oatly was expressed by the respondents, and in particular the CEO Toni Petersson.             

The typical (and often by prejudice coloured) description of “a corporate type” (e.g.             

hard to reach, emotionally reserved) was not a part of the perception of the people               
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behind the brand Oatly. Instead, they are considered rather nice and gentle, and one              

could argue that fact makes Oatly become more than just a brand. Oatly receives “a               

face”, and the audience can relate to the person whose contact info is shown on the                

product packages, thus indicating a success in achieving Mayer et al.’s (1995) ability             

factor and a fulfilling of Rawlins’ (2009) accountable-demand.  

 

6.4 Theme 4: Secretive  

 

One simple question 

 

Why? The question is easy to ask but seemingly impossible to answer unanimously.             

The survey question asking the respondents whether they had any knowledge of            

Oatly’s vision as a company - why they do what they do - received interesting               

results. Less than half of the respondents claimed to know Oatly’s vision and even              

fewer were able to actually describe it. What does this mean in terms of              

organisational transparency? As Oatly’s information is to be completely understood          

to be perceived as transparent, should not the company goal be so as well?  

 

Trusting the company’s intentions  

 

As the results of the interviews emphasised, the common perception of Oatly’s            

information about their use of palm oil was that it is unclear. The results also               

indicated that the information was not received if it wasn’t actively sought by the              

audience. When applied to Rawlins’ (2009) demand for low secrecy in order to be              

considered transparency, Oatly scores low. 

 

However, in relation to this, the results showed an understanding for Oatly’s use of              

palm-oil rather than a distaste. This kind of response indicates a relationship deeper             

than the conventional buyer-seller relationship. Achievement of Mayer et al.’s          

(1995) benevolence demand is shown, where Oatly, in line with their profiling as a              

lifestyle company, has fostered a long-term relationship with their audience. Thus,           
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they have earned the audience’s allowance of a mistake such as using palm oil. As               

the proven hypothesis showed in the result presentation, the respondents trust           

Oatly to only share valid information in order to save the planet.  

 

A further reflection of this could also show that Oatly’s communicated aim to save              

the world and improve the food industry has fostered a trust in the company’s              

overall goodwill. Like Christensen (2008) might argue, this gap between talk and            

action invites for the audience to, together with Oatly, accept a temporary solution             

of using palm oil in order to eventually save the world.  
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7. Discussion  

 

This study was conducted with the purpose to examine audience perceptions of            

transparency in the communication brought out by Oatly. The study relied on            

theories arguing for the audience’s constituting role of organisational transparency,          

and by conducting a concurrent triangular strategy the research aimed to answer            

two research questions: 

 

 

How is Oatly’s level of transparency perceived by the company’s audience?  

Which are the key factors forming these perceptions?  

 

 

Seven hypotheses were set to connect the theoretical framework with the empirical            

results, and further systematisation in the analysis was enabled by Rawlins’ (2009)            

four factor model. 

 

Meeting the demands for transparency? 

 

As shown by the empirical results, the respondents perceive Oatly as performing            

well when analysed with Rawlins’ (2009) model, thus meeting the demands for            

transparency. The company strikes high in the positive factors of transparency           

(Participation, Substantial information and Accountability) and a low in the          

negative (Secrecy). Considering Oatly’s obvious segmentation and the noted lack of           

understanding of Oatly’s given information among the respondents, the company’s          

actual practising of transparency could be questioned. However, this study sought to            

investigate the audience’s perceptions and not the company’s practice. So, when           

reflecting on the first research question “How is Oatly’s level of transparency viewed             

by the audience?”, the level is considered to be high.  

 

Key factors forming the audience’s perception 
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Moving on to which key factors are forming this perception, trust has been             

identified as a vital factor. A successful achievement of Mayer et al.’s (1995) three              

trust factors (Benevolence, Ability and Integrity) results in long term- relationships           

between companies and their audiences, and the case of Oatly proves the theory. A              

clear loyalty was shown in the interview respondents’ reflections about Oatly’s use            

of palm oil as they reflected on Oatly as “not being that kind of company”. The                

respondents were excusing Oatly’s actions rather than accusing them.  

 

A second important factor contributing to the strong perceived level of transparency            

was the way the respondents related to the company. The respondents do not             

believe Oatly to be perfect, but they trust their intentions (i.e. the level of perceived               

benevolence is high). They find Oatly’s communication to be fun and relaxed and             

that it speaks directly to- and for the hearts of the company’s target group. The               

respondents also find that the company feels familiar (with emphasis on the CEO).  

 

The target group is overrepresented in the results showing full understanding of            

Oatly’s information. They were also referred to as the ones understanding the            

company’s humor, consequently fulfilling some of Rawlins’ (2009) demands         

regarding “Participation” (“Understand me” and “Involves me”). In conclusion, a          

key factor determining the perceived transparency is found in the audience’s, and            

especially the target group’s,  ranking of what they feel rather than what they know.  

 

The results from the empirical data was able to provide answers to the study’s              

research questions and offered both a comprehensive view of the respondents           

perceptions as well as an understanding of the factors contributing to it.            

Consequently, the study has achieved a result validity.  

 

Methodological comments 

 

The method used in this study proved fruitful in its deliverance of a quantitative              

mass of respondents. However, in order to gain a wider coverage of Oatly’s             
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audience, the representation should perhaps have been even more varied. But           

considering the academic level of this thesis, the amount of participant was a             

success. The amount of interviews held could have been increased, too, in order to              

collect even more perspectives verifying the results. With that said, the research            

methods proved much helpful in their collecting of relevant results.  

 

Even with the ambition to stay reflexive and self-critical, thus to handle the             

gathered material in an unbiased manner, there may be passages of the conclusions             

drawn that carry aspects of selectivity. This is a common issue among researchers,             

and especially such practising on basic levels like that of a bachelor thesis. In search               

for exciting results, selectivity in what trends the researchers identify often occurs            

without they themselves noticing it.  

 

Authors note: Social Transparency 

 

We would like to finish our thesis with a personal note, and potentially offer a basis                

for other researchers in the field: 

 

The social exchange between Oatly and their audience is interesting, and it made us              

wonder if the theories used for examining the organisation’s transparency were as            

adequate for the case as expected. Oatly is a rather young organisation with a              

contemporary approach to all that is marketing and community engagement,          

especially considering their recent rebranding. They are communicating with an          

audience accustomed to a fast moving society and the company’s transparency           

seems to be determined in close relation to it. 

 

It became clear in the empirical results that Oatly is considered transparent by their              

audience (i.e. they are defined as transparent). The presence of Oatly in their social              

media feeds, the funny anecdotes shared on product packagings - it was clearly not              

the conventional information sharings that led the respondents to their perceptions           

of Oatly acting “clear and honest”. 
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Interaction - may it be with friends, media or the box of oat milk they put on the                  

breakfast table - seemed to be crucial in the definition of Oatly as transparent. The               

empirical evidence supporting that Oatly is considered transparent by their          

audience is much constituted by the perceived accessible- and social nature of            

Oatly’s communication. As the audience is definitely relating to the brand, we            

believe that the determined transparency is much dependent on sentiments of           

benevolence. Just like in the positive interaction between a mentor and a protégé,             

Oatly is practising a type of communication that makes their audience perceive            

them as inclined to do good.  

 

With the results’ focus on benevolence, we argue that the results of this bachelor              

level thesis introduce a new type of transparent organisational communication          

where interactive communication is key. In the case of Oatly, the social character of              

the information sharings (e.g. product packagings and social media feeds) was key in             

creating perceptions of transparency among their audience. Consequently, we         

believe Oatly to be practising a contemporary style of organisational          

communication that leads their audience to perceive what we would like to call             

social transparency. 
 

Should Oatly’s audience perceive ‘traditional’ organisational transparency, the key         

factors forming the perception would perhaps have been information sharing or           

clarity in communication. Even though the empirical evidence show that the           

audience perceives Oatly as offering clarity and information, they were not the key             

factors leading to the perception. Instead, the social and interactive character of the             

communication was what formed the perception. That is, the social exchange is the             

basis for an audience’s perceived transparency.  

 

What future research may disclose on the topic of social transparency is interesting.             

Is the case of Oatly alone in the practice? If not - How are other organisations                

making their audience perceive the notion? It is with great curiosity we invite other              

scholars to investigate the topic.  
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Appendix 1 

The Interview Guide 

1. Hej!  

 

Berätta kort om dig själv. Vad heter du, vad är din huvudsakliga sysselsättning, hur 
gammal är du? 
 
Hur kom du först i kontakt med företaget Oatly? 
 
Konsumerar och/eller köper du Oatlys produkter? 
 
Varför köper/ köper inte du Oatlys produkter? 
 
Om svaret berör marknadsföring: Vad tror du fångade din uppmärksamhet? På vilket 
sätt tilltalar marknadsföringen dig? 
 
Om svaret berör kosthållning: Be personen förtydliga.  
 

2. Kommunikationsstil 

 

Hur skulle du beskriva fenomenet transparens? 
 
Hur skulle du beskriva Oatlys kommunikationsstil? Kan du ge några ledord som 
beskriver den? 
 
Vad tror du motiverar Oatlys kommunikationsstil? 
 
Följdfrågor: Upplever du informationsdelningen som en del av en 
marknadsföringsstrategi?  
 

3. Informationsgivning 

 

Tycker du att det är enkelt att hitta information om Oatly och produkternas 
innehåll? 
 
Skulle du säga att du, jämfört med företag som ex. Alpro (Soja) eller GoGreen, 
känner till mer eller mindre om Oatly som företag? 
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Om ja: På vilket sätt tar detta sig uttryck? Vilken information är det du känner att du 
får mer av från Oatly? 
 
Har du besökt Oatlys hemsida? Förstår du den information som där ges om ex. 
produktion och innehåll? 
Om nej: Varför har du inte besökt hemsidan? 
 
Är du medveten om att Oatly har palmolja i några av sina produkter?  
Följdfrågor: Hur fick du reda på den informationen? Hur känner du inför det?  
Tycker du att Oatly är tydliga med den informationen?  
  
Anser du att det är viktigt att känna till allt om ett företag? Dvs, vill du som 
konsument ha information om mer än de produkter du konsumerar? 
 

4. Svensk Mjölk 

 

Har du följt Oatly och Svensk Mjölkindustris tvist i marknadsdomstolen? 
 
Vad anser du om Oatly’s  informationsgivning kring processen? 
Förtydligande: Har de varit normativa, ovanliga, banbrytande? 
 
Anser du att Oatly gjort rätt som delat den mängd rättsligt material som de gjort? 
 

5. Slutkommentarer 

 

Är det någonting du vill tillägga angående Oatly och företagets kommunikation?    
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Appendix 2 

The Survey Questionnaire 
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Appendix 3 

    The Authors’ Contributions to the Thesis 

 

The authors of this C-level thesis are Agnes Stenbom and Julia Högström. For the              

conduction of the research and writing process to foster learning and to be as              

rewarding as possible, it was of importance that both authors contributed equally to             

the thesis. Consequently, both authors each contributed to all parts in the thesis.             

However to make the writing process more effective, the authors had certain parts of              

the thesis of which they each put more focus on.  

 

The introduction and problem definition of the thesis was written by both authors             

as it was of importance to start on “the same page”. The theories defining              

transparency was mostly handled by Julia while Agnes focused on the background            

information about Oatly. As to the theoretical framework where Mayer et al. (1995)             

and Rawlins (2009) are the front figures, Agnes processed the three trust-factors of             

Mayer et al. as Julia worked with Rawlins guidelines and four factor model.  

 

Julia was head of the method-chapter, but the work describing the methods was             

divided as such where the authors wrote about one research method, and its specific              

implications, each. Julia about the online survey and Agnes about the conversational            

interviews.  

 

During the processing and authoring of the empirical results and analysis it was             

considered of necessity that both authors were participating in all parts. This for             

both the authors to get equally acquainted to the empirical data. Both authors             

participated during the interviews and both processed parts of the quantitative data            

in SPSS. As Julia was transcribing the conversational interviews, Agnes created           

diagrams of the results from the survey.  

 

Agnes was head of the analysis and discussion, but both authors greatly contributed. 
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